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the diketopiperazines. Using degenerate perturbation theory, the

energies and rotational strengths for these alkane compounds are
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INTERPRETING THE CIRCULAR DICHROISM OF
CYCLIC DIMERS OF AMINO ACIDS

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical absorption phenomena, normal absorption and

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, are sensitive to the conforma-

tion of a molecule. While CD can only be measured for optically

active compounds, CD spectra can have positive and negative bands

whose magnitude and position aids in the assignment of separate

molecular transitions.

This study is an examination of the CD spectra of some cyclic

dimers of glycine, alanine and proline. These cyclic dimers of amino

acids, or diketopiperazines, are excellent models for the amino acid-

amino acid interactionsin proteins. Since CD is sensitive to near

neighbor monomer interactions, diketopiperazines are especially use-

ful models for protein secondary structure.

The conformation of diketopiperazines has been under investiga-

tion for some time. Crystallography, nuclear magnetic reso-

5-7 8-14
nance, CD and optical rotatory dispersion, conformational

energy calculations15-19 and molecular orbital calculations
20' 21 are

some of the techniques used. These have shown that the various

diketopiperazines assume a variety of conformations even though the

rigidity of the amide groups restricts the number of allowed conforma-

tions.
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Previous theoretical studies of electronic absorption and CD of

diketopiperazines in solution have had to rely on spectra that did not

go below 185 nm. Except for the absorption and CD bands above

240 nm that are due to the nTr* and irTr* ring transitions of tyrosine,

tryptophan and phenolalanine, these spectra only give bands due to the

nTr* and the first Tr Tr* transition centered on the amide group.

Presented here are the CD spectra, from 240-135 nm, of

L-alanyl-L-glycine diketopiperazine (A .GDKP), L-alanyl-L-alanine

diketopiperazine (AADKP) and L-prolyl-L-proline diketopiperazine

(PPDKP). New bands are observed in each case for the 185-135 nm

region. This supplies new information for conformational analysis.

Our calculations accurately account for the CD bands due to nTr*

and the first irrr* couplet and allow assignment of the new bands to

various cro-* transitions. The predicted conformation for the rigid

PPDKP is the same as that found in the crystal. However, AG- and

AADKP are predicted to assume a folding in solution that is opposite

to that found in the crystal.

The spectra are presented in Section II along with the equations

necessary for comparison of the experimental spectra and theoretical

rotational strengths. The complete equations for calculation of rota-

tional strengths from the independent systems theory are developed in

Section III. Section IV gives the results of this theory applies to the

molecular transitions centered on the amide group. The assignable
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transitions by this approach are the nTr* and first Trrr* couplet.

Transitions of the amide group cannot account for the new, short

wavelength transitions.

To explain the remaining CD bands, we calculated the rotational

strengths and transition energies due to the interaction of cro-* exciton

states for model hydrocarbon compounds. These results allow the

assignment of the bands between 180 and 135 nm to vv* transitions.

They also predict the existence of o-cr* CD bands below 135 nm.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRA

A. The Compounds and their Spectra

Three cyclic dimers of amino acids, AGDKP, AADKP and

PPDKP, have been examined by using absorption and CD spectroscopy

in the vacuum ultraviolet region of the energy spectrum. These

spectra were taken some time ago by M. Kellerman and W. C. Johnson.

They remained unpublished until they could be adequately interpreted.

The compounds were purchased from Cyclo Chemical, Los Angeles,

CA.

Figure 1 shows the chemical structures of the three compounds.

The two amide groups are planar and rigid due to the lone pair of

nitrogen (in a 2p-type orbital) conjugating into the Tr-structure of the

carbonyl group. PPDKP has a relatively rigid conformation and thus

provides a good model to which the theory developed in the next section

can be applied. However, AGDKP and AADKP can assume various

folded conformations. A folding of the planes of the amide groups

about a line connecting the two alpha carbons, so that the Ca
-Cp bonds

rotate between axial and equatorial positions, is the only conforma-

tional variable. Part of this research then involved a search for the

conformation preferred in solution.

The diketopiperazines were dissolved in water, and measure-

ments were made to 175 nm using a standard cylindrical quartz cell

with a nominal pathlength of 0.05 nm. Water can be used as a solvent

down to 165 nm in extremely thin cells, but then its absorbance
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AGDKP

0

N

0

AADKP

0

PPDKP

Figure 1. Chemical structures for AGDKP, AADKP and PPDKP.
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becomes too great. Since a more transparent solvent would be used

to extend the measurements, water was used only to get the position

and magnitude of the first Trrr* couplet.

Spectrograde hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) was used as a solvent

to complement the data taken with water and to extend useful measure-

ments to 135 nm. HFIP dissolves the diketopiperazines and is very

similar to water as a solvent except that it is transparent to 165 nm in

the 0.05 mm cells. Measurements below 165 nm were made using a

sandwich type cell made of two polished CaF 2
windows. These meas-

urements were checked by comparing the long wavelength data with

that for the standard quartz cell. PPDKP was also dissolved in

acetonitrile (MeCN) and measurements were made to 160 nm.

All measurements were made on a vacuum uv CD spectrometer

constructed by W. C. Johnson. 22 The spectrometer was calibrated

using a value of EL - ER = 2. 20 at 290.5 nm for d-10-camphorsul-

fonic acid in water.

The spectra of the three compounds are shown in Figures 2, 3

and 4. The absorption spectrum given at the bottom of each figure

shows one main band at 185 nm for AG- and AADKP and 190 nm for

PPDKP. This is generally assigned to the molecular transition due to

the first Try.* transition of the amide groups. It is essentially a degen-

erate transition and appears only as a single band in the absorption

spectra.
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The literature indicates a molecular transition due to the nrr*

transition of the amide groups should occur to the red of the Trir*

23-25band. Comparison of the three absorption spectra indicates only

a pronounced shoulder in the PPDKP spectrum. However, nn* transi-

tions are very sensitive to substituent and solvent effects. 25

The CD spectra of AG- and AADKP shows a couplet of bands of

opposite sign centered about 185 nm. These are assigned to the first

degenerate inr* transition of the amide groups. The long wavelength

band is negative. The main remaining feature is a positive band at

about 140 nm for both compounds. In addition, AGDKP shows a dis-

tinctive bump on the long wavelength side of the 140 nm band.

The PPDKP CD spectrum shows many more bands. Just as in

the absorption spectrum, the ntr* transition of the amide groups

appears as the first band. The next two bands are the TrTr* couplet

where the long wavelength band is positive (opposite of that for AG-

and AADKP) and the short wavelength band appears as a long wave-

length shoulder on a second large negative band centered at 180 nm.

A positive and a negative band with IAE I z 18 occur at 160 nm and

140 nm, respectively.



B. The Relationship Between Experimental Spectra
and Theoretical Calculations

The actual observable of absorption spectroscopy is the

absorbance, A, defined by

A = -log
0

where I
0

is the intensity of the incoming light and I is the

11

(1)

intensity of the transmitted light. However, the absorbance of a par-

ticular compound is proportional to its concentration, c, and the

pathlength the light travels through the solution, 1, through a con-

stant peculiar to the molecule called its molar absorption coefficient.

This proportionality constant, E (X), is a function of the wavelength

of the incident light. According to the Lambert-Beer law

A(.) = E (X )ci (2)

where E is in units of liters per mole-centimeter, c is in moles

per liter and / is in centimeters.

For optically active compounds there exists different absorption

coefficients for left- and right-circularly polarized light. Since the

Lambert-Beer law holds for both types of light,

A
L

- A
R

= (E
L

-E R
)CI = oECQ (3)
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This property is called circular dichroism (CD), and the sign of E

is defined as above by convention. This is usually a very small

quantity. For example, the diketopiperazines have E 2" 20, 000,

and I AE I < 20 for the first I'm* transition.

The theoretical quantities that are calculated are not E and

o E but the dipole strength, D, and the rotational strength, R.

The area under an electronic absorption band is a measure of the

probability of that transition and is proportional to the dipole strength.

In cgs units, the dipole strength is 26

D =
3hc 103 ln 10

oo
E (X)

dX
X

8ir
3L

0

(4)

where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light, L is

Avogadro's number and X is the wavelength of the incident light.

The probability of observing a CD band is similarly propor-

tional to the rotational strength,27 R, where

oo

R - 3hc 103 In 10 ic AE (X)
dX

32Tr
3 L 0

(5)

For an isolated band, comparison of the experimental rotational

strength given by Eq. (5) and the theoretical rotational strength calcu-

lated from the equations developed in the next section is straight-

forward. However, in practice rotational strengths derived from a
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spectrum that has many overlapping bands will not be readily com-

parable to a series of theoretical rotational strengths. For example,

two bands of opposite sign that occur close to each other will tend to

cancel and the experimental rotational strengths calculated from the

resulting CD curve will be much smaller than the actual rotational

strengths for each of the transitions involved. Thus, a way must be

found to generate a DE versus X curve for each theoretical rota-

tional strength so that these curves can then be added together to pro-

duce a theoretical spectrum.

Moffitt and Moscowitz
27 observed that a CD band and its associ-

ated absorption band will usually be identical in shape. For an

allowed transition, its CD and absorption bands will be centered at the

same energy while the center of a CD band for a forbidden transition

may be shifted from that of the associated absorption band. Assuming

identical shapes for both curves, Eqs. (4) and (5) can be combined.

Solving for A E gives

)
E (X) = 4(

E (X (6)

The quantity 4E (X)/D can be viewed as a normalized shape factor.

If all CD bands for a molecule are assumed to have the same shape,

then only one absorption band needs to be known for that molecule.

These are the assumptions we have used in determining the

shapes and sizes of the CD bands calculated in the following sections.



The rotational strength for a particular molecular transition is cal-

culated, the dipole strength and E values are taken from the spec-

trum and Eq. (6) is then evaluated.

Recalling that dX/X = d in X, Eq. (4) can be written as

3hc 10
3

(ln 10)
D = E (k)d in

8Tr
3 L 0

14

(7)

To find an experimental dipole strength, E can be plotted versus

in X on graph paper and the squares under the curve counted to per-

form the integration.

Alternatively, an analytical form for the band shape can be

substituted for E (X), and the integration carried out. We chose to

approximate the experimental absorption band by a curve that is

Gaussian with respect to wavelength. Tinoco
28 gives the equation for

such a Gaussian curve as

E = E max exP[-(X -Xmax)
2 /02

X
(8)

where E and X are the values of E and X at the point
max max

the absorption band reaches its peak value. 0
X

is a parameter that

is proportional to the width of the band at half-height.

Let the width at half-height, F, be

r = 2(X1 /2 `max)
(9)



where X1/2 is the wavelength, greater than Xmax, for

E = E max/2. Equation (7) then becomes

exprr 2 /(40 )].
X

E max /2 = E max

Dividing by E and taking the natural logarithm of both sides

gives

Therefore

ln(1 /2) = -r2 /(4e)2t)

02 = r 2/(4 In 2).

Equation (7) can finally be stated as

exp[(-2.7726(X-Xmax) 2
/1--

2]
E = E max

All the parameters in the right-hand side of Eq. (11) are easily

obtainable from experiment.

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (4) gives

oo
1 2

D = CE max S 3: exp[-(X-Xmax)
2 /0

X ]dX
0

where C is a constant

C =
8Tr

3L
3hc 103(ln 10)

15

(10)

(12)
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For all practical purposes, absorption bands are finite and

cover a narrow range of wavelength values. Tinoco expresses this

constraint as AX << Xmax. With this fact, the integral in Eq. (12)

can be approximated as

r co
1 2j x exP[(-(X-kmax) /0x]dX

0

wexp[-(X-X )2/021dX
X

1

max 0
max X

Mathematically, it does not matter where the band is situated along

the X-axis since it is a finite band. The integral on the right above

can be simplified by centering the integrand at zero and integrating

from -Xmax to co. But the band is essentially zero at -Xmax ,

and so the integration can be from -00 to 00. The integral in Eq.

(12) reduces to

exp(-X
2 /0 2

)dX .
Xmax -co

The integrand is symmetric about zero. From integral tables

oo

exp(-a2
x2)dx = (n)

1 /2 /2a.
0

From the above integral a = 1 /8 .



The final approximate form for the dipole strength is

E

D - C max 1/2

max

17

(13)

The actual value of the constant factor C can be calculated by using

the appropriate cgs units.

C - 3 he 103 In 10 3-5.c 103 In 10

87r
3L

47r
2L

3(1.054 x10 27
ergsec)(2.998 x 10 10

cm/sec)(103cm3
kmmole)(2.303)

4ir
2(6. 022 x 1023 /mole)

= 9.183 x 10
-39

[erg.cnn
3

]

The dipole strength involves electrons in motion, so

1 erg = 1 esu2/cm. Therefore

E

D = (1. 628 x 10-
38

) max 2 2-,

X
[esu cm 2]

By definition 1 Debye = 10-18 esu cm, and D becomes

E

2) 0 [Debye2]D = (1.628 x 10
max

(14)

(15)

-10The electronic charge (e) is 4. 803 x 10 esu and the atomic dis-

tance unit is a
0

= 0. 52917A.. These allow conversions to e
2 p 2 and



e a02
a

2 (or atomic units).

E

D = (7. 057 x 10-4) max
Xmax

0
X

[.2

D = (2.520 x 10-3) max
X

[e2 a2]

max

18

(16)

(17)

Equations (14) to (17) illustrate the four different systems of

units used in this field. Table I lists the various conversion factors

I have calculated to facilitate comparisons between results with dif-

ferent units. The unit for rotational strength, that is associated with

Debye2 for the dipole strength, is the Debye-magneton. The Bohr

magneton is defined by

13e 2mc
et r= 9. 273 x 10 -21 [erg /gauss]

In basic units, an erg/gauss is an esticm. Therefore, one Debye-

magneton = 9.273 x 10-39 esu2 cm2.

(18)

The appropriate equation from Eq. (14) to (17) can be used to

calculate the dipole strength for the Gaussian curve used to generate

the E values. These values can then be used in Eq. (6) to obtain

E values.

The absorption spectra of all three diketopiperazines have a

= 1.8 x 104. Since the nTr* shoulder of the Tr7r* band is further to
max



Table I. Unit conversion factors.

esu2 cm 2 Debye2
Debye-

ma gneton
2

2
e

2
A

e a
0

A. Dipole strengths and rotational strengths
1 esu2 cm2

1 1 x 10 36 1. 078 x 1038 4.335 x 1034 1. 548 x 1035

1 Debye 2
-1

= 1 x 10-36 1 - 4.335 x 10-2 1.548 x 10

1 Debye- = 9.273 x 10-39 1 4. 020 x 104 1.435 x 10-3
magneton

2 21 e A = 2.307 x 10
-35

2.307 x 10
1

2.488 x 10
3

1 3.571 x 10
o

1 e2 a
0
2 -

= 6.460 x 10
36

6.460 x 100 6.967 x 10
2 12.800 x 10 1

esucm Debye
Bohr

magneton eA e-a
0

B. Dipole moments

1 esucm = 1

1 Debye

1 Bohr
magneton

1 e-A

= 1 x 10-18

= 9.273 x 1021

1 x 1018 1.078 x 1020 2. 082 x 1017 3. 934 x 1017

1

1

2.082 x 10-1 3. 934 x 10-1

1.931 x 10
-3

3.649 x 10
3

= 4.803 x 1018 4.803 x 100 5.179 x 102 1 1.890 x 10
0

1 ea
0

= 2.542 x 1018 2.542 x 100 2.740 x 102 5.292 x 10-1 1
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the red in PPDKP than AG- or AADKP, the spectrum of PPDKP was

used to measure the width at half-height. From the curve, I' is

20 nm. Equation (10) becomes

Az = 202/ 2.7726 = 144.3 nm2

Substitution of these values into Eq. (11) gives the analytical equation

for a Gaussian band for AG- and AADKP.

E = 1.8 x 104 exp [-(X -185)2 / 144.3]

Table II is a list of the a values for the first TrTr* transition

(185 nm) in AG- and AADKP in steps of 5 nm.

Table II. Data for a Gaussian absorption band.

X [nm]

215 0.00
210 0.02
205 0.11
200 0.38
195 0.90
190 1.51
185 1.80
180 1,51
175 0.90
170 0.38
165 0.11
160 0.02
155 0.00

Note: The band is centered at 185 nm for AG-
and AADKP. For PPDKP each point is
shifted by +5 nm.



or

From Eq. (16), the dipole strength for this data is

(7.057 x 104)(1.8 x 104 )(144.3) 1/2
D =

185

21

D = 0. 825 [e2 A2] (20a)

D = 2. 94 [eZ a0] (20b)

The values listed in Table II can be used to give shape to CD

bands at other wavelengths, but the wavelength interval between data

points must be adjusted so that the dipole strength remains constant.

An examination of Eq. (13) indicates that the ratio OX Amax must

be constant to keep the dipole strength constant. From the definition

of OX, the ratio to be kept constant is really r /xmax. For the

data of Table II

20 = 0.108Xmax 185

Therefore, the width at half-height of a transition at an arbitrary

wavelength is given by

r = 0.108X .max

Then the wavelength interval between data points, 0 N., in nm is

(21)
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(22)

A Xmax of 190 nm. for the first TM* transition in PPDKP is

close to 185 nm found in AG- and AADKP, so a data interval of 5 nm

is used for all three molecules for the first Trir* couplet. For the

other transitions, Eqs. (21) and (22) are used to define the data

intervals.



III. ROTATIONAL STRENGTHS THEORY FOR
AMIDE TRANSITIONS

A. General Theory

If the wavelength of light is long with respect to the size of the

molecule under consideration, then the rotational strength for a

transition from molecular state 0 to state A is 29

ROA = irn<OITI61A>-<AlirlIO>

23

(23)

where <0111IA> is the electric transition dipole moment from 0

to A and <AIrrtIO> is the magnetic transition dipole moment from

A to O.

The problem of finding ROA reduces to finding the molecular

electric and magnetic transition moments. To begin we need to find

the molecular wavefunctions, 10> and I A>, that are then

operated on by the operators 11 and m. One way of finding these is

the independent systems approach. 30 This method assumes that the

molecule can be thought of as a number of independent groups interact-

ing through coulombic forces with no electron exchange.

The general case for a molecule with n groups will be

examined. Each group has several excited states in addition to the

1 /I use the same order of wavefunctions and operator as the lit-
erature in the field uses. However, it is the reverse order to the usual
physics Dirac notation which would be <A lir I 0> and <OW A>.
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ground state 0. The excited states of each group will be indexed by

the letters a, b and c. The total Hamiltonian for the molecule is

n

H = Ho + V = h,+
i=1

n n

i=1 j >i

V..
13

(24)

which has been separated into H0, a sum of the unperturbed group

Hamiltonians, and V, a sum of the interaction potentials between

states on group i and states on group j.

The group eigenfunctions are assumed known and are the solu-these solutions also
The ground state functions aregive the isolated group energies, E.

110), 120), etc. The excited state functions are represented by

la), 12a), etc. By taking products of these functions we can gener-

ate a basis set of wavefunctions for the molecule. This is the same as

the zeroth order perturbation set. In the following all summations are

from 1 to n except as specifically noted.

10) = 110 20... nO) (25)

and the molecular energy in terms of group energies is

E E

0 10

The singly-excited wavefunctions are identified as

(26)



with energy
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ia) = 110 20... ia... nO) (27)

Eia = E
La

E
0

1 .

The doubly-excited wavefunctions belong to the type

with energy

(28)

iajb) = 110. ia. . . jb. . . nO) (29)

EL.ajb
E + E jb + E

k 0

ki
kj

(30)

To indicate clearly what group excited state contributes to each

zero-order molecular excited wavefunction, I have labelled the

molecular functions with the lower case letters used for the excited

group functions.

The molecular functions 10> and I A> can now be expanded

as a linear combination of the basis functions.

IA> = C
o

10) + // CAia I ia) + CA I iajb) (31)
iajb

i a i jii a b

Equation (31) is an approximate expansion for IA> since the expan-

sion was truncated after doubly excited basis functions. However, to

first order, as described below, the higher terms will not contribute

to µ and rn.
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The molecular operators 7.17 and m are sums of group

operators, I-Li and Vt.. In turn, the group operators are sums of

one-electron operators. Since the eigenfunctions of a given group are

orthogonal, the only contribution to a molecular operator will be the

group operator corresponding to the electron which undergoes the

transition. Only group transitions involving a single electron will be

considered.

The electric dipole transition moment in this expansion is

<01-PA> =
0 A 0

ia
1.1 ia)C C (0111., 10) + CO C(014i0 0

i a

C0CAiaj.b (0 ITt I iajb)

i a b

+ C.° CA(iaffil 0) + //I/ C°. C1.6" (iahrljb)la 0 ib
i a ijab

i j kij a b c

+ M
i j4i a b

C ia jbkc (laird jbkc)

CO jbC
A (iajb) r I 0)

ia

//// C°iajbCAkc(jaib I kc)

jikabc

i jiiki4kabcd
0 AC.tajbC kc/d

(iajblTr. I kc.ed) (32)
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0In a perturbation theory treatment, the coefficients C. and
is

0C. would represent the first order corrections to the molecular
Lajb

A A
ground state wavefunction, and C and C would represent

0 iajb

the first order corrections to the molecular excited state wavefunc-

tion. Therefore to keep Eq. (32) correct to first order, we can drop

all terms involving products of two first order correction coefficients.

The dropped terms are 4, 6, 7, and 9. The C. coefficients
is

may represent either zeroth order or first order corrections, so

they are all retained at this point.

Keeping in mind that the group eigenfunctions are orthonormal,

we can simplify the terms in Eq, (32) by using the one-electron opera-

tors. A change in notation is also introduced to shorten the equation:

i00
is the ground state electric dipole moment for the isolated group

i, and TriOa is the electric dipole transition moment of the isolated

group for transition Oa. The following equations spell out these

ideas.

(01;10) = (10 20...n0

(01-1-1 1 ia) = (10...

110 20...n0)

10... ia... nO)

(33 a)

(33b)



For i j,

(0 iajb) = 0

= 0
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(33c)

(33d)

Also ItiOa =1:tia0.

Additionally, some of the summations can be simplified although

they do not vanish. For i = j

i a b

Also

qacAib(iairri ib) =

i a

0 A CO .A__
. Cfr. + C p.

ia la laa k 0 is ib iab
k'i bia

///qajbC(iajblitikc) =
i jiikabc i jii a b

0 cAit
iajb ia jOb

(34a)

(34b)

Using Eqs. (33) and (34) the electric transition moment, Eq.

(32), can now be written to first order as

+C0 CATZ
i00 0 ia i0a

i a

+ CO CA (Tr + C.
is to iaa k00 i

C b iab
0

i a ki bia

Di 0 A.
C iajbC is jOb

i jii a b
(35)
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For the magnetic dipole transition moment <A 0> an

equation similar to Eq. (32) can be written. In this case the order of

the wavefunctions about the operator Tri is important since

<A 0> = -<01TAIA> The same terms are identically zero, too,

since they were dropped either because the operator was a sum of one-

electron operators or due to keeping only first order correction

terms.

The explicit form of the magnetic transition moment operator

2/
LS-

m i/c)v
J J J

(36)

where rn. is the operator for the intrinsic magnetic transition

moment of the isolated group, and (Tri/c)v R, xir. is the contribu-
J J

tion to the magnetic transition moment of the molecule due to the

choice of origin for the coordinate system of the molecule. R. is the

position vector of the center of the group transition charges, v, is

the frequency of the transition, c is the velocity of light and

i= (-1)1/2.

In general there is no intrinsic magnetic dipole moment in the

ground state of the isolated group. These terms drop out of the

2/See Section III E for a derivation.



equation for t'n. corresponding to Eq. (13). The final equation to

first order is

<AIrril 0> = C°
0

A
ia 13.0 la 1b iba

i a i a bia

CO C m
iajb is job

i jii a b

0
+ (Tri/c) Co

A
iaviO

Oa
aRi

x11 i0a
i a

\ CO cA lab
L,ib iab i jab

i a taa

n: 0 A Ob
C. C v R x

lajb ia jOb j jOb
i jii a b

30

(37)

where v = E - E and the identity v = -v was used inE.
i0a 0 ia0 i0a

the above equation. Also a superscript was used on Ri to indicate

for which transition a particular center of transition charge is given.

In general, for a b,

Using Eqs. (37) and (35) in Eq. (23) the rotational strength for

the molecular transition 0 to A can be expanded to first order in

terms of group quantities.



ROA = Im
c0 2

A cA.
0

CO
Z., L, 3a. 100 ja0

j a

c0 2 Nycc. A
0 Z., L, jb 1.0a 3b0

j ab
0 C

A cO. cA.
+ CO

Z., 3b 3c i0a icb
i j abc /b

+ CO
NI

ia
c0

0 L, jb, kc jb 1.0a mkOc
i j kj a b c

+ CO
0 //CIaCiaCjb iCriaa+Drk00).mjb0ijab

+ CO C(i)aC-111bC A
0 jiLiab.mjc0

i j a 1:4a. c

+ CO /// o A A
C. C C p. ri

0 la, jb ia kc jOb. kc0
i jiikabc

[ (12

+ (n /c) Co- C-0 /
i j a

A _,. --N0a _,..

3a. 1.0a 100 3
v. p.. R. x p..

30a

c02 \''I A A ..a. Ob .....
C C v. p.. .R. x

µ0 L ia jb 30b 1.0a j 3 013

i j a b

+ C

j ab
A 0 A

C C C R.. xia jb jc 3bc 1.0a j 3bc

C0 Cli'aC°*b, kcCA
3

'bvk0J1i0
.k0c

i jkijabc
rik0c

-F

31



C° 1211C° CA CA. v
0

+
La la 313 jOb iaaijab ki

GO \II cA cA .-rt 0. c

0 L ib jc j Oct- lab 3

i j a bia c

+ C

013
x

j Ob

Trj0c

00

L CO

CA CA ;TiOc
ia;jb is kc kOc 30b k xirk0c

i j/i k a b c

32

(38)

Equation (38) is the general equation for all of the CD terms we

calculated. The problem becomes one of evaluating the various coef-

ficients. Johnson and Tinoco
31 follow a similar derivation, but their

equations have many fewer terms because of their neglect of static

fields and intrinsic magnetic moments of the groups.

B. Coefficients from Nondegenerate Perturbation Theory

Generally, experimental spectra exist only for the energy region

where the low lying transitions occur. Small molecules usually have

only one group undergoing transitions in this region. Such a group is

called a chromophore. If the low lying transitions are well separated,

then first order nondegenerate perturbation theory32 can be used to

find the coefficients.

Recall that the total Hamiltonian for a molecule with n groups

is



H = H° + V =

i j>i

33

(24)

where V. is the coulombic potential energy operator between thej

electrons of group i and the electrons of group j. The interac-

tions between electrons on the same group are not considered expli-

citly since these form part of the Hamiltonian operator, h., for the

isolated group.

In general, the first order perturbation wavefunction I m>,

where m can be the ground state or an excited state, will be given

by

lm> = Im)
m' 4m

(mlIVIra)
Imi)E ,-Em m (39)

The right-hand side of Eq. (39) involves only zeroth order wavefunc-

tions and energies.

Equation (31) is the variational form for a molecular wavefunc-

tion written as a linear combination of basis functions. The result is

general and nothing is specified about the size of particular coeffi-

cients. However, when nondegenerate perturbation theory is used to

define the coefficients, the molecular wavefunction I ia) is identified

as the zeroth order wavefunction corresponding to the first order

wavefunction I A> Other excited state wavefunctions for the

chromophore are identified as I ib) while all excited state



wavefunctions on the other groups are identified as lib).
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Now the wavefunctions for the ground and excited states of the

molecule to first order in perturbation theory can be written using the

basis functions of Eqs. (25), (27) and (29).

10> =
10) (ia(1/10)

E. -E lia)
La 0

b

(ib( V ( 0) lib)
E ib -E

0
a

(1b1V10) 1.1,1 (iajblV[0)
E jb 0

-E L Eiajb-E
0

liajb)

jli bia j'i bra (40a)

1A> = -
(01Vlia) 10) + lia) -
E

0
-Eia

b a

tibIVIia)
E -E. 131"

bbia j

(ib(V(ia) lib)Eib-Eia

(40b)

Only the doubly excited wavefunctions that contribute to the rotational

strength to first order are explicitly listed.

Comparison of Eq. (40) with Eq. (31) gives the coefficients when

nondegenerate perturbation theory is applicable. The coefficients for

basis functions corresponding to the ground state and doubly excited

states are straight forward. However, the redefinition of the indices

in this section gives rise to three distinct classes of coefficients for

the basis functions corresponding to the singly excited states. The

sums in Eq. (38) are non- specific, assuming all values for i, j, k,
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a, b and c that are allowed. Whenever the values for the pairs

i, a or j, b or k, c in the summations of Eq. (38) are equal to

that of the particular I ia) associated with I A> , then the coeffi-
A 0cient is specified by Co. or C i. Similarly, C

ib
and CA

la ib

are used when the summations correspond to I ib), and Co
b andC,0

ACib are used when the summations correspond to ib).

The coefficients in Eq. (38) can now be identified.

Co = 1

0
-C.= (ial VI 0)/(E. -E )

is La 0

= is jOIV I j0 i0) /(Eia-E0)

/Vi0a; j00 ihv i0a
jii

Coib
= -(iblV10)/(E ib -E 0)

iOb; 500
ihv i0b

jii

Cojb = -(jblITIO)/(E.b
-E

0
)

jOb; k00 j Ob

k j
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0
, jb -C= (iajbl V I0)/(E. . -E

0
)ia tajb

= -V /h(v +v )
i0a; jOb jOb i0a

CA = -(0IV I ia)/(E0-Eia)
0

= 0 =
ja i0a; j00 /hvi0a

CA = 1
ja

A
C

ib
= -(ibl VI ia) /(Eib-Eia)

iab; j00 /h(vi0b
-v

i0a
)

A
C jb

= -(jbl V I ia) /(E. -E. a )jb t

= -V. /h(v -v )
loaf jOb jOb i0a

From Eq. (38), the rotational strength, correct to first order

in nondegenerate perturbation theory, is

V i0a; j00 100
+

µk00) . 71%a0
ki

hv
i0a + i0a.rnia0

V iab; j 00 i Oa
nib° +[-r.

i mia0)
h(v -v

'jii 14a. i0b i0a
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V Fri' + p." )
i0a; j0b i0a jb0 jab ia0

h(v. -v )

jai bra jOb i0a

.m Tr. 711'i0b; j00 ji0a iab
vi0a;

Ob 10a jOb
hviOb h(v. +v

jOb i0ajii bia jii b a

j4i

V
i0a; j00(f. iaa+/-11.k00

kii
by

iOa

11. .A. . -1-11.' . --fh. .

_
ViOb; 100 lab ia0

vi0a; jOb jOb la0
_

hviOb h(vjOb
+v

i0a
)

jai bia j bia
.-'0b --0a s

Vi0a; jOb4LiOa Rj x l ijOb v jOb+;j0bRi x t-i0avi0a)'
h(v _ v )

jOb i0a

jii bia

-110bvi0a; jOb i0a j jOb
v

jOb
h(vj +v. )

Ob 10a

ji bia

-m.0a7 R x v
iOa; jOb 10b i0a i0a

h(v +v )
jOb i0a

All interactions between electric dipole transition moments on

the same monomer are zero. Therefore such terms as

µ. 10a
Ri x p. i0b

do not appear. Also to make ROA correct to first

order in perturbation coefficients, all terms in h2 and higher were

dropped. Note that the summation over k i for the 7 ;it.
Lk00 a0
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quantities in terms 1 and 7 appear with opposite sign and cancel.

This equation can be dressed up a bit by multiplying the numera-

tor and denominator of the terms containing V. by the

appropriate sum or difference (v. + v. ) and collecting the terms.
J013 1.0a

The vector identities xt = x Za and --/t-1 x x

must also be used. The final result is

V
(p.a. v v )

ROA = mia0 2 / lin 2 2
i0a;j b i0a ib0 i0a 10b jOb

h(v. -v. )jii1:4a.jOb 10a

im
ji b/a

jai

Im

jii ba

V iab; j00 i0a.7riib0+1t. i0bTriia0)

h(vi0b-vi0a)

V
13

(1.17

1.

+Tt .41. )
i01 j00 0a lab iab ia0

hviOb

it )1"r1ViOa; J00 iaa i00 ia0
hv

i0a

jii bia

,..,..0b --,.0a )(...,, -...-R.
1.

p.1. x 11.v
iOal jOb

v
i0a

v
jOb

(R1 0b 1.0a /

2 2
h(vj -v. )

Ob 1.0a

(41)

Equation (41) is identical to Tinocots33 Eq. (IIIB-22) for the case

where there is no summing over i, i. e. no degeneracy. This

equation has been used successfully by Snyder and Johnson34-36 for

several one chromophore molecules.
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C. Coefficients from Degenerate Perturbation Theory

If any of the group energy levels within the spectral region of

interest are degenerate, then for that energy there is not a unique

eigenfunction solution to the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H
0

in Eq. (24).

In fact, if the level is N-fold degenerate, then any linear combination

of the N basis functions for that level will be a solution. In general

these solutions can be written as

I aK) =

N

1=1

ia ia) (42)

where K is a counter for the different possible solutions. At this

point K is unbounded. The basis functions are numbered such that

the first N are the degenerate ones.

First order degenerate perturbation theory32 can be used to

solve the problem of degeneracy in zeroth order. It limits the number

of K-states to an orthonormal set of N functions and specifies the
1

c iaK Is and the first order correction to the energy, EK, associ-

ated with each K-state.

The first order Hamiltonian is again Eq. (24).

H = Ho + V = h. +

i j>i
(24)
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However, only the set of degenerate basis functions I ia), for i = 1

to N, is considered.

With this basis set, the eigenvalue problem can be stated as a

series of N homogeneous equations. Each equation has the form

[(ma I HI ia)-E(ma I ia)]ciaK = 0

i=1

(43)

where m = 1 to N. In each equation the ciaK I s form a set of N

unknowns with the coefficients being the quantity inside the square

brackets. A nontrivial solution to Eq. (43) exists if the determinant

of the coefficients is zero.

Ho +V -ES Ho +V -ES Ho +V -ES
11 11 11 12 12 12 1N 1N 1N

Ho +V -ES Ho +V -ES Ho +V -ES
21 21 21 22 22 22 2N 2N 2N

Ho +V -ES Ho +V -ES ... Ho +V -ES
N1 N1 N1 N2 N2 N2 NN NN NN

= 0 (44)

(where

0
= (jai 1-1

0 ja), V. = ia I V I ja) and S.. = (ia I ja).
13

The independent systems approach assumes no electron exchange

between groups, so that the overlap integral S..
tj

= 0 for i j. The

perturbing operator V.. = 0 for i = j and the unperturbed Hamil-
13

0tonian H.. = 0 for i j. E can be written as a sum of the zeroth
13

order energy and the first order correction



E = EO +El
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(45)

Since the system being considered is degenerate and the unperturbed

energies occur only on the diagonal, the zeroth order components

cancel.

The resulting determinant for the first order correction to the

unperturbed energy is

-E 1
1 VI2a) (laIVINa)

(2a1VI la) -E 1
. . . (2a I V INa)

(NalVI la) (Na.IVI2a) -E 1

= 0 (46)

where V.. is written in bracket form again for the sake of clarity.

After the roots to Eq. (46) are found, they can be used in Eq.

(43), one at a time, to determine the N sets of coefficients, one set
1for each E.

The resulting I aK)'s are orthogonal and may be normalized.

Therefore the wavefunction coefficients satisfy the following

i=1

k=1

c = 1laK iaK

c = 0,laK jaK for i

(47a)

(47b)
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In the following all the ciaK Is are assumed real. This orthonormal

set of zeroth order functions is sometimes referred to as the "correct"

zeroth order functions as compared with the original set of basis

functions for the degenerate level.

Generally, the zeroth order energy is taken from experiment.

Then the first order corrections to this energy found by solving Eq.

(46) are substituted into Eq. (45) giving a set of new energies. This

calculation may or may not have removed the energy degeneracy. If

it has not, then for all practical purposes the molecular states will be

spectrally degenerate.

Now that an orthonormal set of wavefunctions and associated

energies have been calculated, what are the rotational strengths

associated with these wavefunctions and situated at the new energies ?

The problem becomes one of evaluating the coefficients in Eq. (38).

The transition considered will be from the ground state 10> of the

molecule to one of the excited states I AK> of the molecule that is

degenerate in zeroth order. The first order wavefunctions from

degenerate perturbation theory analogous to Eq. (40) can be written

N

10> 10) -
ialVIO)hia) (iblVI 0) lib)
Eia-E

0
Eib-E0 I

i=1 b ai=1

(iblV10)1.1,1

j>N bia
Ejb-E0 13`"

(iajb) V 10)
I iajb) (48a)Eiajb-E0

i =1 j>N bia
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N N
V

1AK> = \L c iaK
(0 10) + / ciaK lia)
EI

0 is
i= 1 i =1

N N

iaK Ejb-E. 1 ib) -
(jb I VI ia)

LaK E. -E ib)
i=1 bia i=1 j>N bLia

jb ia

(48b)

As in Eq. (40), only the doubly excited states that contribute to

the first order rotational strengh are explicitly listed in Eq. (48).

The energies in the denominator are all zeroth order energies. Each

lAK> is the first order wavefunction corresponding to a particular

zeroth order wavefunction I aK) where, as defined by Eq. (42), each

I aK) is a sum of basis functions identified by I ia). All other basis

functions are identified by lib) or ljb).

Comparison of Eq. (48) with Eq. (31) gives the coefficients when

degenerate perturbation theory is applicable. The coefficients for the

ground state and doubly excited state basis functions are straight

forward. However, the above redefinition of indices gives rise to

three distinct classes of coefficients for the basis functions corres-

ponding to the singly excited states. These are identified as was done

in Section III B except that now there is a set of liars correspond-

ing to 1AK> instead of one lia) corresponding to IA>.
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CO = 1CO

0
-C.= (ial V I 0) RE. -E

La La

0Cib = -

ia j0 I VI j0 10) /(Eia-E0)

i0a; j00 /hv i0a

i0b; j00 /hv i0b

o
= -Cjb VjOb; k00 /hvjOb

kij

C0 jb = -(iajbl V 10) /(Eiajb -E
0)ia;

= -1/1.0a; jOb/h(vjOb+vi0a)

CO = iaK( OIVI ia) /(E0-Eia)

= ciaK

jai

CA = c
ia iaK

iOa; j00
/hvi0a

CA = -ciaK (ibl V I ia) /(Eib-E ia)
ib

= -ciaK Viab; j00
/h(vi0b- vi0a)

jii
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CAb = -c. (jblVlia)/(E. -E. )
j 313 la

= -c
t.

V /h(v -v )
aK iOa; jOb jOb i0a

When these coefficients are substituted into Eq. (38) and only

the terms correct to first order are kept, then each remaining term

has a factor of c. c.taK 3aK

The rotational strength for the transition 0 to AK separates

naturally into two parts.

nd
+ RdR

OAK
R

OAK ROAK
(49)

R contains the terms with factors c. c. that are related to

the

laK LaK

the nondegenerate Eq. (41). ROAK contains the "crossterms" with

factors c.
a.K 3

c. for i i j that exist due to the degeneracy in the
i. aK

basis functions I ja), and terms such as _

i.
.---p0.a which are

1.0a 3 30a

zero when i = j.

By comparing these coefficient equations with those for the non-

degenerate case, it can be seen that

ROAKOAK
i=1

c2iaKR
OA

)

where ROA is the rotational strength, Eq. (41), from the nonde-

generate case and is a function of i.

(50)



The explicit form of Rd
OAK is

Rd = Im
OAK

c. aK
[kii

3

kij ba

kij ba

. A.Vi0a; k00 100 ia0 +p mhviOa 10a ja0

V
3.

+T )jab; k00 10a b0 jOb ia0
h(v3. -v3. )0b 0a

qr1. fr1 +ir Fri )jOa; kOb 0a kb0 kOb ia0
h(v -v )

kOb j Oa

kj ba

Vi0a;

FA TAv
jOb; k00-11 i0a jab vjOa;

kOb 10a kOb
hvjOb

k00 iaa ja0

kij

ia0

h(vk0b+viOa )
Idj134.

vjOb; k00 jab mia0

k i

kij ba

hviOaV
jOa; kOb kOb

hv
jObba

h(vk0b+vjOa )

N

l.
caKja

i jii
..-ft0.

i0a 3 jOa i0a

kij b a

--. .0a
Vi0a; k00µ i00i00 x I-rjOa

h

V
it 0 b it .0 a

jab; k00 i0a j 10b jOb jOb i i0a i0a
h(v.

3
-v )

0b j Oa

46



kjb a
kii

kj bia

kijb a
kii

47

Ob

a; kOb
(p.i0a Rk x 1.1. V + Tr .R. xit v )

kOb kOb kOb i0a i0a
h(vk0b-vjOa)

:rt. a
VjOb; k00 'Oa "Jab jab

hv
jOb

J

Ob

a; kOb
R x

10a k kOb
v
kOb

h(v +v. )
kOb 30a

Tr. R xi0a; k00 laa jOa
h

--&0av 11. -RjOb; k00 lab
v

i0a iOa
hv

jObkj bra

khb a
k/i

-OaII R v
iOa; kOb kOb i iOa iOa

h(v +v. )
kOb 30a

Collecting terms as was done for Eq. (41) produces the follow-

ing equation, where the identity v.
10a

= v
jOa

has been used.



R
OAK

= c.
;

c Tr)AK jaK 1.0a ja0
i jai

kj bla

kj bra

Im
v

Oa; kOb(Cia nikbOvi0a+17c01; mia0vk0b)

Im

im
kij 134,

h(v2 -v2 )
kOb iOa

V t .115. + )jab; k00 i0a jb0 jOb ia0
h(vjOb- vjOa)

( 771 + )VjOb; k00 10a lab jab ia0
hv

jOb

(1:10Vioa; k00 iaa 1.100 Illja0
by

iOa

N

c. c
;9 a

taK jaK 1.0a jOa i0a
1.

-2/
kij 134.

(R )(4 x 1.)vjOa;
kOb

v1.0a v
kOb k kOb 0a
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kOb i0a

0 ab , ..*
1-11jab; k00 i0a 1 j

j
h(v - v )

Ob jOb Ob i x i0a iOa'
Ob i0ak4j b4a
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µ 10a
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. R x 4 - 4 R, x v )
ab

jOb; k00 1.0a 1 jab jab jab i0a i0a
hv

jOb

k i
(51)



This result can be re-written in compact form.

Rd
OAK

c RI )iaK jaK OA

49

(52)

where RSA represents the quantities within the square brackets

above and is a function of i and j.

Equations (50) and (52) substituted into Eq. (45) define the total

rotational strength for a transition OAK where AK is one member

of a zeroth order degenerate transition.

N

ROAK =
/(c 2 R )iaK OA iaKcjaKROA) (53)

The first order energy correction may or may not remove all of the

degeneracy. If the degeneracies are removed, then CD bands of

rotational strengths, ROAK' are placed at discrete energies.

Tinoco33 does not have the second term of Eq. (50) in his

Eq. (III B-22). He sums over K and, using the results of Eq. (47b),

retains only the first term in Eq. (53). This gives correct results

for the manifold of K-states taken as a whole. However, if any fea-

tures of a spectrum are due to distinct OAK transitions, these will

be obliterated by summing over K.
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An examination of Eq. (51) reveals that the first -cl-fri and

'PR xlt terms are the zeroth order interactions between degenerate

groups. The rest of the terms are first order corrections. Since

there is a zeroth order interaction term, many authors
37-39 consider

only this contribution to R
OAK.

D. Application to the Amide Transitions in Diketopiperazines

A diketopiperazine molecule, two amino acid monomers corn-

bined into a six-numbered ring, contains two planar amide groups.

If only the amide transitions are considered, then the molecule can be

divided into amide group 1, amide group 2 and each remaining bond

in the molecule as the other groups. Since there are two amide

groups, each transition investigated will be doubly degenerate, and the

results of Section C from first order degenerate perturbation theory

will be used.

The appropriate equation for the rotational strength R
OAK

is

Eq. (53). If a group (such as the amide group) has a plane of sym-

metry, then it can have no intrinsic optical activity. In this case,

ROAK1.'Oa mia0
0. This allows R OAK

to separate neatly into two parts.

One is the interaction of it i0a
with other group electric and mag-

netic transition moments, and the other is the interaction of m.
10a

with other group electric and magnetic transition moments.
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The rotational strength for an electrically allowed transition is

Rnd
OAK

(elec) =

N

i=1

c
2 [-iaK h(v. -v )

jOb i0a
2 2

V v v. (R -R. XII. )i0a;j0b i0a jOb j jOb 10a

jiibia

-2/ /
Im V

j
v. (FP . ri. )

i0a; Ob 1.0a i0a jb0
2 2h(
jOb 1.

-v. )jii bia Ob 0a

Im V (IT.
1.

rnl. )iab; j00 0a b°
h(vi0b-vi0a)

jii bia

Im V (IT )i0b? j00 i0a tab

jai bia
hv

i0b

(54a)

(54b)

(54c)

(54d)

The rotational strength for a magnetically allowed transition is

Rnd
OAK

(mag) =

N

i=1

c
2 i0a; jOb jOb jOb. ia0Im V v 417 )

iaK h(v2 -v2 )
jai aib jOb i0a

.Im Viab; j00 7Ai0b t0 )

h(v.
i.

-v )
1.0b i0aji bia

Im V i0b; j00(11-iab-rnia0)
hviOb

jii. bia

1.

Im. V . zit KS
i0a;100 iaa i00 ia0

hv
i0a

(55a)

(55b)

(55c)

(55d)
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These equations require explicit values for the electric and

magnetic transition moments. These parameters are available for

the /ITT*, n-Tr*, no-* and Trcr* amide transitions. Two approaches exist

for treating other transitions. Schellman and coworkers40 interact

only those transitions for which explicit data is available. The

experimental rotational strengths are subjected to the criteria that

R / I Rm I be less than 0.1, where m counts the transitions
na

considered, as a check on the reasonableness of making this approxi-

mation. As they noted, this is not a sufficient condition to insure the

negligible influence from higher transitions on a particular lower

energy transition since they could interact such that the contributions

when summed over all the experimental bands sum to zero.

Another solution is to treat the other transitions through the use

of polarizabilities. 41 This has been the direction taken by Tinoco,

31, 34-36, 42Johnson and Synder. The polarizability approximation

averages together all of the electric dipole transition moments for a

particular group. Therefore it can only be applied to the terms of

Eq. (54a) and Eq. (55a) since they involve 11:jOb
interacting with

i0a and mia0, respectively. In the dipole approximation,

V =
i0a; jOb 1.0a 1.j jOb

where

(56)



=
1.3

irt. 3

I 1j'

and /6.. is the unit vector in the direction of
1.3 1.

is the tensor operator specifying the interaction between
1

it. and0a

rjOb . The polarizability tensor for group j is

"0-5( v ) = 2

v
10b 10b

2 2
h(vj -v. )

Ob 10a

53

(57)

The values used in the polarizability tensor must be corrected

for any group transitions that were examined explicitly. Two types

of polarizabilities are commonly used: group (or atomic) and bond

polarizabilities. We will use bond polarizabilities.

Substituting these relationships into term (54a) gives this term

in the polarizability approximation

i jai

2
C v E ta x R.iaK Oa iOa j i0a .

where the field at group j due to the transition iOa is

jOa = riOa

(54a')

(58)
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Substitution into term (55a) gives this term in the polarizability

approximation

c. E a rn.
t

2 'jj
i0a j a0

i iii

(55a')

Equations (56) and (58) are definitions using the dipole approxi-

mation. An alternate approach is to use the monopoles3 / approxima-

tion. Each group is divided into regions, and monopole charges are

placed at the center of the transition electron cloud for that region.

This approximates the interaction energy between transitions better

than the dipole approximation because it describes the actual transi-

tion electron cloud more accurately.

10a
and V. at the level of the monopole approxima-

tion, are

43

EiOa

and

iOa
Ps

r3 Si
sj

(59)

3/I prefer to call this the "monopoles" approximation instead of
the "monopole" approximation. The dipole approximation means there
is one dipole at each group. The monopole approximation would logi-
cally imply there is one monopole per group. However, if there was
only one monopole per group, it would be zero since the groups are
neutral. In fact, several monopoles per group replace the one group
dipole moment. Therefore I call it the "monopoles" approximation.



where pi0as

i0a jOb

i0a; jOb

P Pt
V

s
rst

s t

is the monopole of region s for the transition Oa

55

(60)

of group i, rsj is the vector distance from region s of group i

to the center of group j, and rat is the distance between region

s of group i and the region t of group j. All of our calcula-

tions will use the monopoles approximation.

iOa

Rd
OAK

does not separate so neatly into two parts. Since

and Tn..ja0
refer to the same degenerate transition on different

groups, the scalar product of these is not necessarily zero. However

Eq. (51) can be separated into three parts. The first gives the inter-

action between Is: and Tri
i0a

Rd
OAK

(elec-mag) = c 1m .17 rrri
iaK jaK 10a ja0

(61)

The interactions between -it i0a
and other electric and magnetic tran-

sition moments is

vi0a;k00 i0a mkb0vi0a
R

OAK
(elec) = iaKcjaK

-2/ / Im
h(v2 -v2 ) (62a)

kVj 134. kOb i0a

Im Vjab; k00 i0a mjb0
h(v. -v. )

jOb jOa
k/j 1:4a.

(62b)
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kj
hvjOb

bia

+

kj bia

kij bra
ki

_ .10a
LaK jaK µ. 0a j j Oa Oa

azOb -10.vjOa;
kOb 1.)kOb 0ai0a kOb k

2 2h(v -v. )
kOb 1.0a

e Ob
V Rjab; kOl iOa x 1-t vjObjOb+1µ :10b i i0a i0a)

h(vjOb-vi0a)kij b a (62f)

(p"..
1.

R. v 11.
jOb; k00 0a 1 jab jab jab 1.

hvjOb
(62g)
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(62c)

(62d)

(62e)

k i.

Vi0a; k00(iriaalli00)
1

j
0a

jOa
h

The interactions between Tri ia0

magnetic transition moments is

R
OAK

(mag) =

or m.ja0

(62h)

and other electric and

m.
cj _21 irn i0a;k0b k0b,

v
kOb

aK
h(

-v2 )

kij bia kOb ia0 (63a)

im

V P,k00 jOb;111.
( 63b)jab;

kij
h(v -v )

134.
jOb jOa



Im

kij 1:4a.

V jOb; k00 jab ta0
hvjOb

V (17. ) nii0a; k00 laa 100 1a0
Im hv

ki i0a
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(63c)

(63d)

Again it should be noted that terms (61) and (62d) are the zeroth

order interaction terms. All other terms are first order corrections.

Only the zeroth order interactions will. be calculated for the diketo-

piperazines. If the first order terms are considered, then the

polarizability approximation may be applied to the terms of Eq. (62e)

and (63a)..

Before these equations can be applied to diketopiperazines, the

coefficients, c. , and the first order corrections to the degeneratelaK

energy need to be found.

The eigenvalue problem can be stated in two homogenous equa-

tions.
1 (64a)-E claK + V10a; 20ac2aK = 0

-
l

V (64b)
10a; 20ac E claK 2aK = 0

where K = 1 or 2. The determinant of the coefficients of the c s

in Eq. (64) is



and has the roots

l-E V
10a; 20a

-Elv10a; 20a

= 0

1 1El = V 10a; 20a and E
2

= -V 10a; 20a

58

(65)

Substituting E1 into either Eq. (64a) or (64b) gives ciai = c2ai.

Similarly, substituting E2 into Eq. (64a) or (64b) gives

cla2 = -c2a2.

Applying the normalization condition removes the remaining

indeterminancy in the coefficients. The final result is

c lal = c2a1 = (2)-1/2

-1 /2cla2 = -c2a2 = (2)

Therefore, the zeroth order contributions to Rd
OAK

dimer with no intrinsic group CD are37-39

7TV

R0A1,2 2c
10a Oa= [(R -R1 ) (410a x 20a)]

These contributions occur at energies

E = E + V
1,2 Oa 10a; 20a

for a

(66)

(67)

(68)
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E. Molecular Origin, Group Centers and Origin Dependency

The rotational strength for a particular molecular transition is

an observable. Therefore, the calculated rotational strength should

be independent of the choice of origin for the coordinate system of the

molecule. The origin dependency of the theoretical rotational strength

with molecular wavefunctions is discussed first. Various equivalent

forms for the rotational strength exist if exact wavefunctions are used.

The use of approximate wavefunctions leads to the choice of the length

form for the electric transition moment and the linear momentum.

With this discussion as background, the rotational strength in

terms of group functions is examined for origin dependency. Criteria

are developed for evaluating the quantities in the equations developed

in Section III D such that they are independent of choice of molecular

origin. With group functions, the rotational strength does depend on

the choice of group origins. The choice of a group origin as the center

of transition charge is discussed in the last subsection.

1. Molecular Wavefunctions and Origin Dependency

The investigation of the origin dependency of the theoretical

rotational strength begins with the initial definition of ROA.

ROA = Im<OrP".1A>- <A1-fril 0> (23)
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The magnetic transition moment for the molecule can be written

<A171110>
2

x$10>
mc

(69)

where a and m are the charge and mass, respectively, of an

electron, c is the velocity of light, r is the vector operator for

the position of the electron undergoing transition and 1 is the vector

operator for the linear momentum of the electron. The electric

transition moment for the molecule can be written in the dipole length

form as

<OiTtlA>. e<011:1A>. (70)

With these definitions the rotational strength is

2

R
OA 2mc= e Im<0111A><AIV'x-1510>. (71)

No approximations have been made in going from Eq. (23) to Eq. (71);

Eq. (71) is simply a redefinition of Eq. (23) so that the problem of

origin dependency can be more readily examined.

If the origin in Eq. (71) is moved to a new position that is the

vector distance R away from the old origin, then r becomes

R +S. The linear momentum is independent of the choice of origin

since
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1 = -ifi.1 (72)

where fi is the reduced Planck's constant and 1 in Cartesian
,, a , a A acoordinates is 1. + j as + k az . Therefore, the scalar product

in Eq. (71) becomes44

<OIR +-P.IA><A 1(17t+-?) x1710> =1<01A>41 x <A11310> (73a)

+-ft..<01A> <A11- x1510> (73b)

+ <01-r1A>;rt x <A1-ITIO> (73c)

+ <0111A>.<A17.- x-1510> (73d)

Terms (73a) and (73b) are zero due to the orthogonality of the molecu-

lar wavefunctions.

If exact wavefunctions are used, term (73c) is also zero. To

prove this the commutator of the position and Hamiltonian operators

is used.

[H,t] = HI" -1: H = - F1:115m (74)

This is an operator relationship and holds for any wavefunction, exact

or approximate. If exact wavefunctions are used, then 10> and

IA> are eigenfunctions of H

HI 0> = E010>

HIA> = E
A

IA>



Approximate wavefunctions are not eigenfunctions of H and the

above relationships do not hold. For exact wavefunctions

<A11;10> = - <AI HI---PHIO>
i-h

Since H is Hermitian

Therefore,

im rL<AII-1110> - <AI-PHIO>]

-
0

<A11.10>]

<A11-1110> = <r 0IHIA>* = E
A

<AITIO>

<A1$10>
im

A
-E 0

)<AITIO>
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(75)

LaPaglia and Sinanoglu
45 refer to Eq. (75) as the off-diagonal hyper-

virial theorem. They also cite the books by Bethe and Salpeter
46 and

Slater47 as sources. Mr derivation parallels that done by Levine 32

for the on-diagonal hypervirial theorem.

Equation (75) is an identity for exact wavefunctions. Therefore,

<A 1-131 0> is parallel to <0ItA > and the triple product in term

(73c) is zero. 44 However, since approximate wavefunctions are not

eigenfunctions of H, <A IV 0> and <011A> are not simply

proportional and thus not parallel except for certain cases determined
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by symmetry. 48 As Moscowitz points out, using approximate wave-

functions can lead to a large origin dependency.

Moscowitz used the electric transition moment in the dipole
44, 49velocity form, so that the term similar to (73c) is zero. Using

the dipole velocity form in Eq. (23) gives the rotational strength as

1 e-E
ROA 2c m

12i 1- lim<01771A><AIIx131 0> (76)

With a change in origin, the scalar product in Eq. (76) becomes

<Ole I A> <A I (it +1) xtol 0> = <01rIA>:t3. x <A IV 0> (77a)

+ <017c7IA> <A17. x-r510> (77b)

The linear momentum operator is p = and thus <0171A>

is parallel to <Alit 0> and the triple product of term (77a) is zero

even for approximate wavefunctions. Thus, the rotation strength in

the form of Eq. (76) is independent of the choice of molecular origin

regardless of the wavefunctions used. However, Harris 50 has shown

that when the dipole velocity form is used with Hartree-Fock wave-

functions, the sum rule for rotational strengths is violated.

The solution we use is to write both it and ri in the dipole

length form. However, putting Eq. (23) in this form is not trivial.

The magnetic transition moment, as defined by Eq. (69), has the

integral <AN: x1310> where the operator is a cross product. The
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<A l p i 0> in length form is an

integral equation and not an operator equation. Therefore, it cannot

be directly substituted into the definition for the magnetic transition

moment. We can, however, easily make this substitution after

expanding the molecular wavefunctions in terms of group functions.

This method was used in arriving at Eq. (38).

Then instead of evaluating <0l r, I A > <A 'fill 0 >, terms such as

(01Trila){(al I0)+ 2mec (ahlil0)1} (78)

are evaluated, where all the quantities are group quantities which have

been previously defined. Since the group functions are eigenfunctions

of the group operators, the identity of Eq. (75) can be used to write

term (78) as

0(0111-ila){(arit.10)+

2
ie (E a -E

0
)[11?ax (alTr.I )]}ct j

= (01Tla)'[(alt1.10)+
rj-j1

ORx (aIT.1
a

c Oa j (79)

Thus, there are two types of terms in Eq. (38). Using the corn-

pact notation introduced in Section III A, these terms are

(a)Tr.
10a jb0

--
and (b)111 i0aR.0b

xx). Each of these will be
j Ob.

examined for origin dependency in the next subsection. In arriving at

Eq. (38), the wavefunctions for each group were assumed to be
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eigenfunctions and thus orthogonal, just as the molecular functions

were assumed to be orthogonal to eliminate terms (73a) and (73b).

If the group quantities are not evaluated consistent with the orthogonal-

ity condition for the approximate wavefunctions used in the computa-

tion, then the rotational strength will be origin dependent. This will

also be examined for approximate group functions in the next sub-

section.

2. Group Functions and Origin Dependency

Terms of type (a) are clearly independent of origin. The group

Ao.magnetic moments, mibo, are intrinsic moments (they cannot be

made zero) and have an "intrinsic" group center from which they are

computed. In our calculations they come from (2pxMil 2p
y

) on one

atom. Therefore they are always evaluated as atomic integrals at the

nuclear center. With this choice of center, jb0 is independent of

molecular origin. Due to the orthogonality of the group functions,

ItiOa
is also independent of the choice of molecular origin. Under a

change in origin, (0 it I a) becomes

(OIi +-Pda) =-'11'.(01 a) + (011.1a) = (01I1 a) (80)

Thus, µ . IS . b01.0a j
is independent of molecular origin.

Terms of type (b), i0a. "j xtijOb
in Eq. (38), occur in the

final equations for the rotational strength in Section III D as terms
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(54a) and (62d, e, f, g and h). In arriving at term (54a), the corres-

ponding terms in Eq. (38) were taken by pairs and added.

Oa --0a
R x + p .

3
. R. x p .

1
. = (R . -R. ) ( x )

10a j 30b 0b 0a 3 30b LOa

-b.0aSince R. -R. is a difference, any change in origin will be sub-
.]

tracted out. The cross product TijOb xiOa is independent of

molecular origin because each jr is independent of origin. There-

fore term (54a) is independent of choice of origin. Term (62d) can be

treated the same way. Equation (67) gives the result for the dimer,

and it is independent of origin. Term (62e) is handled identically to

term (54a). To show that terms (62f), (62g) and (62h) are independent

of molecular origin is much more complex. It will not be pursued

here since we do not compute these terms for the diketopiperazines.

In the development of the equations for the rotational strength,

the group functions are assumed orthogonal. In particular, the dipole

length form of the electric transition moment, Eq. (70), is independent

of the choice of origin only if the orthogonality condition is consistently

applied. To illustrate the problem, the electric transition moment,
51, 52

--1110a
for Tr-electrons will be derived. The electric transition

moment for a one-electron transition Oa is

110a = e(2) 1/2 (KITIL) (81)
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where a is the charge of an electron (e = -1 atomic units) and

K) and I L) are the one-electron basis functions involved in the

group transition Oa. The square root of two arises in the full devia-

tion using Slater determinants where the singlet excited state is

represented by the difference of two determinants.

In the LCAO (linear combination of atomic orbitals) approxima-

tion, the basis functions are

IK) = ciK 11) and I L) =

These are then substituted into Eq. (52).

Oa
= e(2) 1/2

c. c Olt1K iL
i

c

c. IDiL

Since the atomic 2p orbitals that form the Tr-system are symmetric

about a plane, the first integral reduces to

where R.

(ilrIi) =R.

is the position vector for the center of atom i.

(82)

(83)

Evaluating the second integral in Eq. (82) is more difficult.

First the integral can be transformed by arbitrarily choosing atom i

to be the center of a new coordinate system. This integral is then



(i111.0 =

+
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(84)

where Si. is the overlap integral and ri is the vector operator

for the position of the electron in the new coordinate system. If "T,

points along a line between i and j, then for Tr-orbitals

(ilrilj) =

= I j)
13

(85)

Awhere e.. is a unit vector pointing from center i to center j.
LJ

Ehrensen and Phillipson53 have tabulated values for the integral on

the right-hand side of Eq. (85) using Slater-type orbitals.

By substituting Eqs. (83) to (85) into Eq. (82), the electric

transition moment is given by

-40a = e(2)112 iKcjLrRiSij+
1 i jii

I Di (86)

Equation (59) appears to depend on the choice of origin through the

quantity Ri. However, it does not.

If the origin of the coordinate system is moved a vector distance

then each R. becomes R. + R and the electric transition

moment, TL Oa
in the new coordinate system is



e(2)1/21--
10 -11a -1--:0a ciKcjLSijC.

1K
C.
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(87)

The quantity in the brackets is just the LCAO orthogonality condition

and is zero. Thus, is independent of origin.
rOaT

We have found that some workers are inconsistent in applying

the orthogonality condition. For example, various authors 54-56 use

or suggest using transition moments computed with overlap terms

even though the wavefunctions are found by neglecting overlap. Thus,

the first term in the brackets in Eq. (87) is zero, but the second is

not and leads to origin dependent results for the electric transition

moment.

If P'Oa
is evaluated consistently with respect to the level of

approximation used in the MO calculation specifying the coefficients,

then J. is independent of the choice of origin. In practice this

means zero-differential-overlap (ZDO) calculations should only use

the first term of Eq. (86) and not include any overlap terms. On the

other hand, if the coefficients come from an ab initio calculation, then

considering only the first term will produce an origin dependent

transition moment.

Many workers have been concerned with the choice of operator

(dipole length or dipole velocity) or the effect of including overlap or
45,53,56-61

hybrid terms when using ZDO coefficients, but they have
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not considered the criteria that the results be independent of the choice

of origin. More work needs to be done in this whole area of transition

moment calculations. For example, Bendazzoli, et a162 have used

ab initio wavefunctions with the dipole length and dipole velocity

operators for propylene sulfide. The resulting rotational strengths

for the different operators are significantly different.

With the above restrictions, the equations for the rotational

strength will not vary with a change in the origin of the molecular

coordinate system. However, the equations do depend on another

choice of origin, the origins within the groups, ROa
i.

3. Choice of Group Origin

..b* Oa
The origin within a group, R. , is the position for 4C4 iOa'

so

that it is crucial to evaluating
aki0.

r-i0a 1-30a
) and similar

j
-"-Oa

quantities. The interaction energy, V, also depends on R.

when the dipole approximation is used.

Initially, V for the first Tr7r* of the amide groups in the

diketopiperazines was calculated by the dipole approximation. RTr TT*

was placed at the center of the positive nuclear charge. The resulting

rotational strengths from term (67) created a couplet of bands with

opposite sign to that found in the experimental spectrum of PPDKP.

By changing the origin to that outlined below, bands of the correct

sign were calculated. So the choice of group origin may be critical,
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particularly for asymmetric groups.

From classical electrostatics, multipole expansions in cases of

net charge should be carried out at the center of total charge given by

Eq. (88), particularly if the series is truncated after the monopole

term.

=
icis1

(88)

where qs is the charge situated at position Is. Similarly we sug-

gest that for neutral groups undergoing excitation the correct origin

for a dipole transition moment is the center of absolute transition

charge given by Eq. (89).

i0a
p I r /

s s
i0ai

Ps

iwhere ps
0a is a transition monopole defined previously and rs

is the position vector for the monopole in the molecular coordinate

system. Cech and Tinoco63 have independently used this equation.

(89)
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IV. CALCULATIONS FOR THE TRANSITIONS
ON THE AMIDE GROUP

A. Introduction

The equations for the rotational strength that were developed in

Section III D are applied to the molecular transitions centered on the

amide groups. The quantities needed to calculate these different

terms are discussed below. First, the molecular structures and

atomic coordinates are given. Second, the energy of the various

transitions, the electric transition moments and their positions within

the amide group, the magnetic transition moments and the monopoles

and their positions associated with the different transition moments

are discussed. In addition, the polarizabilities of the other bonds in

the molecular are needed to estimate the contributions of the TT*

transitions to the transitions of the amide group.

The methods used to arrive at each of these quantities are pre-

sented, then the rotational strengths are calculated for each transition

and are converted to CD bands. The peak t E values are given for

the terms of Eq. (54), (55) and (67) in Section III D.

B. Coordinates

Figure 5 shows the position of the DKP ring atoms and the

molecular coordinate system used in this study. Each amide group is
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0

Group

N

Group
2

0

Figure 5a. Coordinate system for the diketopiperazine ring.
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2

C

> 0

> y

Figure 5b. The convention for the folding of amide group
one with respect to amide group 2. The angle
of folding, p, is positive in the positive
z -direction.
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assumed planar and rigid. Hooker 's 36 nomenclature for the folding

of the DKP ring is followed. The acute angle the plane of group one

makes with the plane of group two, p , is positive for the folding of

the plane of group one in the positive z-direction.

Table III contains the coordinates used for the atoms of the

three compounds. Refer to Figure 1 for the corresponding chemical

structures. All DKP coordinates in Table III are for the conformation

in which the diketopiperazine ring is planar. For L-amino acids, the

side groups come out of the plane in Figure 5. The computer program

folds the molecule by the appropriate angle, p , before the calcula-

tions are carried out. AGDKP and AADKP can be folded by various

amounts. However, PPDKP has a relatively fixed conformation
3

((3 2.- 35). The prolyl ring has an envelope conformation where

is out of the plane in the positive z-direction. 3

C. Transitions of the Amide Group

What electronic transitions of the amide group occur in this

region of the spectrum? To answer this, a look at the electronic

structure of the amide group is needed. In the orbital picture, the

wavefunctions for the valence electrons can be considered a product

of orbital functions: a nonbonding n-orbital, a nonbonding n'-orbital,

the Tr-orbitals, and the o--orbitals.
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Table III. Atomic coordinates.

Molecule /Atoms (x, y, z) [A]

Diketopiperazine ring (planar)
0(1)

C(1)

N(1)

H
N(1)

Ca(1)

( -1.24,

( -0.66,

( 0.65,
( 1. 12,

( 1.46,

2.39,

1.28,

1.21,

2. 10,

0 ,

0 )

0 )

0 )

0 )

0 )

0(2) ( 1.24, -2.39, 0 )

C(2) ( 0.66, -1.28, 0 )

N(2) ( -0.65, -1.21, 0 )

H
N(2) (-1. 12, -2. 10, 0 )

Ca(2) (-1. 46, 0 , 0 )

AGDKP

Ha(1) ( 2.09, 0 , -0.89)

Ha(1) ( 2.09, 0 0.89)

Ha(2) ( -2.09, 0 -0.89)

CP(2) ( -2.34, 0 1.26)

HP(2) (-1.70, 0 2. 15)

HP(2) (-2. 98, -0.89, 1.26)

HP(2) (-2. 98, 0.89, 1. 26)

AADKP

Ha(1) ( 2.09, 0 , -0.89)

CP (1) ( 2.34, 0 , 1.26)

HP(1) ( 1.70, 0 , 2.15)

HP(1) ( 2.98, 0.89, 1.26)

H(3(1) ( 2.98, -O. 89, 1.26)

Ha(2) ( -2.09, 0 , -0.89)

CP(2) ( -2.34, 0 , 1.26)
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Table III. Continued.

Molecule /Atoms (x, y, z) [A]

AA DKP (continued)

HP(2) (-1.70, 0 , 2.15)

HP(2) (-2.98, -0.89, 1.26)

HP(2) (-2.98, 0.89, 1.26)

PPDKP (no HN on diketopiperazine ring)

Ha(1) ( 2.09, -0.67, -0.59)

CP(1) ( 2.79, 0.48, 0.52)

HP(1) ( 2.87, 0.47, 1.61)

HP(1) ( 3.61, -0.13, 0.14)

CN(1) ( 2.87, 1.86, 0 )

FIN(1) ( 3.52, 2.46, 0.64)

HN(1) ( 3.27, 1.86, -1.01)

C8(1) ( 1.48, 2.44, 0 )

H5(1) ( 2.10, 2.50, 0.89)

H5(1) ( 2.10, 2.50, -0.89)

Ha(2) (-2.09, 0.67, -0.59)

CP(2) (-2.79, -0.48, 0.52)

HP(2) (-2.82, -0.47, 1.61)

HP(2) (-3.61, 0.13, 0.14)

0(2) (-2.87, -1.86, 0 )

HY(2) (-3.52, -2.46, 0.64)

H\l(2) (-3.27, -1.86, -1.01)

C5(2) (-1.48, -2.44, 0 )

H5(2) (-2.10, -2.50, 0.89)
8H (2) (-2.10, -2.50, -0.89)
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The n-orbital is assumed to be a 2p atomic orbital of oxygen

lying in the amide plane and perpendicular to the C-0 bond. The low

energy n'-orbital on oxygen is mostly 2s and is not considered in our

study. The lone pair of electrons on nitrogen are in a 2p atomic

orbital perpendicular to the amide plane and thus conjugate into the

Tr-structure of the carbonyl group. This arrangement produces three

Tr levels with four electrons filling the lowest two levels. Since the

Tr-structure of the amide group is isoelectronic to allyl anion, the

Tr-wavefunctions are labelled as in allyl anion. Starting with the func-

tion representing the unfilled level, the three wavefunctions are Tr ,

Tr
0

and rr
+.

The first Trrr* transition is then a Tr
0

Tr
-

transition. We

assume two directed and independent ir- orbitals. The first is a

carbonyl cr-orbital, and the second is a C-N o- orbital.

The five transitions we will study are nTr
-

, Tr
0

Tr , ncr*, Tr
0

cr* and

Tr +Tr - . From an examination of the absorption and CD curves in Fig-

ures 2-4 we can place the Tr
0

Tr
-

transition at 185 nm and estimate the

position of nTr
_

at 210 nm. The myristamide (Ci3H47CONI-12)

absorption 64 shows peaks at 190 and 166 nm. This second band is

tentatively assigned to no *. Peterson and Simpson then estimate

Tr
+Tr -

to be at 152 nm. We expected the Tr +Tr- transition to produce a

conservative CD couplet where the 140 band in AADKP is the low

wavelength part. The crossover point of this couplet could be at about

153 nm in agreement with the Simpson estimation. The 11. cr*
0
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placement is much more uncertain and is arbitrarily placed at 150nm.

This will be discussed more fully in the section giving the Tr cr*
0

results. The transitions and their wavelength assignments are listed

in Table IV. The values given in Table IV for the transition moment

vectors will be discussed under the appropriate sections.

To find the transition moments, numerous molecular orbital

(MO) calculations of the amide Tr electrons and then and Cr electrons of

formamide, a model compound for the peptide (amide) linkage between

amino acids, were examined. These studies separate into three

types: (1) semi-empirical Tr-electron calculations, 23, 54' 65 (2) all

valence electron calculations (e.g. CNDO)66,67 and (3) ab initio cal-

culations. 68-73

The criteria used in finally selecting an MO calculation were:

(1) Are the transition moment vectors given for nTr , Tr and 7+7-
- 0 -

or can they be readily calculated? and (2) How well does-117
0

Tr
-

agree

with that experimentally found forilw
0

Tr
-

in myristamide?

Using these criteria we chose to use the Tr wavefunctions

derived from Nagakura's work65 by Schellman and Oriel. 74 The

coefficients of the Cr* wavefunctions were found by neglecting overlap

and treating oxygen, carbon and nitrogen as contributing equally.

While this is a poor approximation, our results will show that a more

sophisticated treatment is not worthwhile. The atomic orbitals are

assumed to be sp2 hybridized. The atomic orbitals and LCAO



Table IV. Amide transition properties.

Transition
Energy

[nm]
-110. a [A]

a x y, z) [e A] ini(f?lia0)(x' z) re. Al

nTr 210 - 0
-4( 3.38 x 10 , -6. -449 x 10 , 0)

lre -

no-*

net°

185

165

(a)

( -0. 230,

(-1. 24,

(-1. 137,

1. 667,

2.39,

2. 192,

0)

0)

0)

(-0.752, O. 400,

( O. 1716, O. 0898,

( 0, 0, O. 0560)

0)

0)

0

( 0, 0, O. 00112)

(-3.35 x 10 -4, -1. 494 x 10 , 0)

'ffOTCN
(a) ( O. 496, 1. 218, 0) ( 0, 0, O. 0646) 4

( 1.23 x 10 , 6. 98 x 104, 0)

IT
+

IT - 153 (-0. 602, 1. 617, 0) ( -0. 075, -0. 430, 0) 0

(a) See the Tr
0

o-* section.
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coefficients for the n, Tr and o- wavefunctions are listed in Table V.

Most ab initio studies do not provide the transition moment

directions we need or easy routes to their calculation. The most

recently published ab initio study68 is concerned mainly with the nTr

and Tr
0

Tr
-

results and gives no transition moment directions. The

authors do survey and discuss the previous studies. Various ab initio

studies69-71 do help in suggesting which transitions have significant

dipole strengths and what their order in energy might be.

D. Transition Moments, Monopoles and Polarizabilities

The electric dipole transition moments were evaluated using the

dipole length operator neglecting all overlap terms, which is con-

sistent with the wavefunctions. This leaves only one-center terms of

type <2Pzial 2Pz > and <2s it 2p
z

> . The atomic orbitals are

Slater-type functions. For simplicity in interpretation, the following

_equations are in atomic units (the charge on the electron = -1).

The first type of integral comes from TrTr* transitions and to be

origin independent in the ZDO approximation is evaluated as
,

<(2Pz)iIII (2Pz)i> =-'11
(90)

23
Corresponding monopoles were found following Woody's suggestion.

Charges of



Table V. Amide wavefunction coefficients.
(2pz)0 (2pz)c (2pz)N (2pn)0 (2s)0 (2p0)0 (2pc)c (Zs)c (2pc)c (2p0)N (2s )N

TCO
0 0 0 0 0.408 0.577 -0.577 -0.408 0 0 0

°CN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.408 0.577 -0.577 -0.408

Tr 0.397 -0.839 0.373 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

n 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TT

0
-0.581 0.090 0.809 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ir +
0.716 0.537 0.446 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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PiOa = -(1/2) ciaci0

83

(91)

were placed at points r- on either side of R. in the direction of

(2pz)i. Vector "1". is the average position vector in the half-space

on one side of the nodal plane for the electron undergoing transition.

1-.1 =
15 1

t 8

where is the Slater exponent for (2p) and (2s) of atom i.

(92)

For no* and Tro-* transitions the second type of integral occurs.

It is evaluated as

, ,1/2 s
(2pz)i> = (1 /2) 2 k

Corresponding monopole charges

61
/2

i0a 4 ciaci0

(93)

(94)

are placed at ri on either side of R. in the direction of (2p z
)..

j: (95)

These transitions also have a magnetic dipole transition moment that

arises from terms of the type <(2p ). j m j (2p ),> where
x y



1= -( Yr x r. The solution of this integral is independent of the2c

type of atom.

A
<(2Px)i I I (2py)i> = k

84

(96)

where 13 is the Bohr -magneton (1.931 x 10-3 eA) and i = (-1)1/2.

In the formal development from Slater determinants, a factor of

21
/2 arises in finding Tri just as it does for 1. i0a in Sectioni0a

III E 2. However, it disappears in Eq. (96) for the following reasons.

Vector m i0a really has non-zero x and y components. How

ever, only the length of Irijoa and one of its components can be

found simultaneously, and n"). i0a presesses about the z-axis. How-

ever, for a large enough system of molecules, the x and y

components of -rnioa sum to zero when making macroscopic meas-

urements. Therefor e, rn i0a is treated as only having a value along

the z-axis, and the maximum projection of i0a

IrlliOa I /21/2'

on the z-axis is

Monopoles corresponding to the magnetic transition moment are

found by dividing the space about the atomic center into quadrants in

which the product

charges34

(2px)(2py) has constant sign. 24 Monopole

piOa ciaci0(0.158) (97)



are placed at ri from the atomic center and toward the center of

each quadrant.

Iril
157

21/216

Each monopole is multiplied by the sign of (2px)(2py) in that

quadrant.

According Zcordingto Slater's rules, =
* in where Z* is the
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(98)

effective nuclear charge seen by the electron and n is the principal

quantum number (two in this case). Woody
23 calculates some semi-

empirical Z.* values which result in smaller values. Table

VI gives the monopole distances
I

1
for Slater Z values and the

semi-empirical values given by Woody. The semi-empirical values

give larger magnitudes to the rotational strength for magnetic transi-

tions such as nrr 34 Since the nrr results are generally too
23,24,74

low, the semi-empirical distances are used whenever pos-

sible.

The transition moments and monopoles outlined above are used

to explicitly interact the nrr
-

, Tr
0

Tr
-

, nc*, Tr
0
cr* and 7+7- transitions of

the amide groups. The rotational strength for a particular transition

is found by evaluating Eqs. (54), (55) and (67). Terms (54d), (55c)

and (55d) have large denominators and are not calculated in the present

study. The effect of the far uv crcr* transitions of the 0 structure of the
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whole molecule is estimated by using polarizabilities and Eqs. (54a')

and (55a').

Table VI. Monopole distances.

Transition [A] 1-ril SE [A]

Trir* (electric monopoles)
Oa O. 5052 0. 7737
Ca 0. 7072 1.0806
Na 0.5893 0. 9813

no' *, Tro* (electric monopoles)b
O 0.7326
C 1. 0256
N 0. 8548

Iv*, /IT*, Trcr* (magnetic monopoles)
Oa 0. 4843 O. 8593
C 0.6782 1.1979
N 0.5651 0.9982

aFrom R. W. Woody, J. Chem. Phys. , 49, 4797.
bThe semi-empirical values are based on (2p) -- (2p)
transitions. So only Slater values are given here.

The bond polarizabilities of LeFevre and co-workers
75 are used.

C-N and N-H bonds are treated the same as C-C and C-H bonds,

respectively, to a first approximation. These polarizabilities are

corrected from OkK to 54kK (the Tr Tr
-

transition energy) as outlined

by Snyder, et al. 34 Table VII gives the appropriate values.



Table VII. Bond polarizabilities [A3].

Bond all (OkK) a.L(OkK) (54kK) (54kK)

C-C, C-N
C-H, N-H

0.99 0.27
0.64 0.64

Note: lkK = 103 cm-1

1.40 0.38
0.90 0.90

E. Results and Discussion

1. nn

Hooker, et al 12 studied this transition in some detail both

87

experimentally and theoretically. The position and magnitude of the

nn CD band is very solvent dependent. They found that AADKP in

aqueous solution does not show a separate nn CD band. However, in

100% dioxane a positive CD band of AE 1 appears at 235 nm. In

aqueous solution PPDKP shows a negative CD band at 220 nm of

z -3. They found that in methanol or triethyl phosphate this band

becomes even stronger, A E from -4.5 to -6.0.

Their computed nn rotational strength for p = 30° (no data is

given for p = 35°) is -0.12 Debye-magn.eton (DM). With our assumed

band shape, this translates to a iE = -4.2 for PPDKP. For AADKP

with p = -10° to -20°, their nn rotational strength is between 0.10

and 0.13 DM or a A E between 3.5 and 4.6. These values are for

separated CD bands. The actual peak value in a curve found by sum-

ming the nn- and Tr
0

Tr
-

bands would be considerably less.
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Our less sophisticated results presented in Table VIII give the

correct sign for the first negative band in PPDKP but the magnitude

is at least four times too small. For AADKP the results predict a

small positive band which agrees qualitatively with the experimental

spectrum in dioxane. The main contribution to the nit CD comes

from the polarizability term, i. e. the interaction with higher energy

cro-* transitions.

Table VIII. Results for the nTr band.

Interactiona
A E maxInteracting

Transition 13: -20° -10° 3 5 0

Dynamic field
7 0 7 -

-0.07 -0.04 0.13

( 5 5 a ) noic 0 0 0

Tr 0 cr*
0 0 0

IT+ -TT 0.01 0 -0.01

Static field
TT 0 7 -

0.04 0.02 -0.08

( 5 5 b) nab 0 0 0

Tr
0

cr* 0 0 0

7T
+Tr - 0.01 0 -0.02

Total A e x 2b -0.02 -0.04 0.04

Magnetic polarizability AGDKP 0.3 0.3

(55a') AADKP 0.5 0.7

PPDKP -0.8

aThe number of the equation term giving the rotational strength is
listed in parentheses.

bThe amide transitions are doubly degenerate and therefore the factor
of two is needed.
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Hooker, et al have done an excellent job of studying the nTr

transition. So, we have not pursued this transition further, particu-

larly since as noted above, nil' results are generally too low.

2.
Tr 0

Tr-

The portion of the CD spectra due to the ir
0

Tr transition is the

couplet of bands centered about the first absorption maximum at

185 nm for AG- and AADKP and 190 nrn for PPDKP. The main feature

of the couplet is the conservative parts with rotational strengths and

split in energy given by Eqs. (67) and (68). The rotational strengths

for the conservative bands were calculated, and a computer program

then generated two bands with these rotational strengths, placed them

at the energies defined by Eq. (68) and added the bands together. The

result is the characteristic "differential-type" CD curve. Figure 6 is

a plot of the sign and magnitude of the A E for the long wavelength

band of the summed curve as a function of the angle of folding for the

diketopiperazine ring, P

The calculated magnitudes in Figure 6 and the observed magni-

tudes in Figures 2 and 3 place the folding for AG- and AADKP in the

region of p equal to -.10° to -20°. This agrees with the consistent

force field study by Karplus and Lifson
18 which shows a shallow mini-

mum at p = -20°. With a shallow minimum, the molecules are

probably distributed over a span of p values, 12 but the CD would



-40° _20° 0°

R

20° 40°

Figure 6. Maximum A E of the long wavelength band of the summed CD curve due to
the conservative ir

0
111- interactions as a function of the folding of the diketo-

piperazinepiperazine ring.
..00
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remain close to that given for p = -15°.

PPDKP, from an x-ray diffraction study of L-prolyl-L-leucine

diketopiperazine, 3 has a folding of p Z 35°. With this folding, the

value calculated for AE is a bit too large. The first order correc-

tions to the rotational strength, R
OAK'

would adjust the theoretical

A E value somewhat. However, even with the approximations in our

theory, the fit to experiment is good.

Hooker, et al have examined this transition, too, in their study

of AADKP and PPDKP. They calculated for p = -20° (AADKP) a

long wavelength band with a rotational strength of -0.7 DM and a short

wavelength band with a rotational strength of +0.57 DM. These are

separate bands with a A E of -24.6 and 20.0, respectively, and a

split in energy given by Eq. (68). The non-conservative terms have

been added into each band already. By averaging the absolute magni-

tudes of the two bands, the conservative part is found to have

E I
= 22.3 which agrees well with our calculation of Itie I = 23.0

for the magnitude of the separate CD bands before they were summed.

The x-ray study of L-prolyl-L-leucine appeared after Hooker,

et al completed their work. They have used a value of p = 25°

gotten by geometrically constructing two cis peptides with prolyl

rings. Thus they have only reported rotational strengths for p

from -30° to +30°. The long wavelength band at 30° has a rotational

strength of 0.9 DM, and the short wavelength band has a value of
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-0.78 DM. The A E values of 31.6 and -27.4 indicate that the con-

servative part has a IL. E
I

= 29.5 which compares well with our

calculation of I 1 E = 33.6 for the separate bands before they were

summed for p = 30°. However, in our calculations we have used

13 = 35° as found by Karle. 3

The value calculated by Hooker, et al for the non-conservative

part of the CD curve is found by adding the p E values for the long

and short wavelength bands. A A E = -4.6 is found for AADKP, and

a A E = 4.2 is found for PPDKP ((3 = 30°). These terms have

opposite sign to that found by examining the spectra of AADKP and

PPDKP. We have a similar problem in our results which is corrected

by explicit calculation of Cr 0-* transitions interacting with Tr0
Tr .

Our final results for the n
0

Tr transition for all three molecules

are presented in Table IX. Since Tr
0

Tr
-

is only an electrically-allowed

transition, the rotational strength of the non-conservative part is given

by Eq. (54). The non-conservative contributions from explicitly inter-

acting all of the amide group transitions are of right sign and magni-

tude to fit the spectra. The total AE results are 7.0 (-20°), 4.4

(-10°) and -14.6 (350). The main contribution comes from the inter-

action specified by term (54a) betweenµ7r on one amide group and
0

on the other amide group. However, inclusion of the electric
Tr+Tr -

polarizability destroys this fit in the case of AG- and AADKP.
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Table IX. Results for the rr
0

Tr
-

band.

Interaction
Interacting
Transition

DE max
13: -20° -10° 35°

Degenerate excitona

(67)

Nondegenerate exciton ncr*

-8.0

-0.3

-4.0

-0.1

16.4

0.5
(54a) Tr

0
0-* -0.3 -0.1 0.4

TT

+Tr - 2.7 1. 8 -5.5
Dynamic field nil. 0.1 0 -.0. 1

(54b) ncr* 0.7 0.3 -1.5
TT CT*

0
0.2 0.1 -0.3

Static field nit 0 0 0.1
(54c) TIT*

b b b

Tr 0. 4 0.2 -0.9ocr*
Total A E x 2 7.0 4.4 -14.6

Electric polarizability AGDKP -6.4 -4.8
(54a') AADKP -7.9 -7.2

PPDKP 6. 6

aThe value for the A E
conservative curve. max of the long wavelength band of the summed

bThe interaction energy is identically zero.

The AG- and AADKP polarizability term ranges from a A E

of -6.4 to -7. 9 for p = -20° and -4.8 to -7.2 for P = -10°. This

cancels the results of the explicit interaction of transitions on the

amide group and gives negative non-conservative bands. For PPDKP,

a A E = 6. 6 from the polarizability term brings the total non-

conservative contribution to AE -8. 0 which agrees well with the
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spectra. In Section V we will show that by considering the crcr* transi-

tions explicitly (instead of by a polarizability approximation) the fit

to experiment is restored for AG- and AADKP.

3. no*

The na-* is both an electrically- and magnetically-allowed

transition. Since the n-orbital is centered on oxygen, no-* is within

our approximations an atomic transition on oxygen. By comparing

no-* I
= 0.194 and 17n1.' = 0.0011 with = 0.852 and

TIT*
nOn

Imnn I = 0.0007 (in units of eA) and the preceding results for the

Tr
0

Tr
-

and n-rr
-

transitions, it can be seen that there will be difficulty in

attributing any of the large CD bands of PPDKP to no-*. The results

listed in Table X bear this out. The total non-conservative CD of De

equal to -0.8 (-20°), -0.4 (-10°) and 1.6 (35°) for the explicit interac-

tion of transitions on the amide group is negligible. The polarizability

terms contribute more value but their total magnitude is IAEI < 3.5.

There is essentially no splitting due to V,io-*;2no*n
and so there is no

conservative contribution.

4. Tr cr*
0

Apart from doing a complete molecular orbital treatment, we

can form two extreme pictures of the T levels of the amide group.

First we could assume that the C-0 amide bond is shorter than the
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Table X. Results for the no* band.

Interaction
Interacting
Transition

Degenerate exciton

(67)

Nondegenerate exciton nOn-
(54a) n0 v*

1T 7T+ -
Dynamic field (elec. ) nn-

(54b)
17. 0

o-*

Static field (elec. ) nTr

(54c) nom*

Dynamic field (mag. ) non-
(55a) Tr

0
o-*

7T
+

IT
-

Static field (mag. )
71.0n-

(55b) Tr
Ocr

*

IT IT
-

Total A E X 2

Electric polar izability AGDKP

(54a') AADKP

PPDKP

Magnetic polar izability AGDKP

(55a') AADKP

PPDKP

O E max
13: -20° -10° 35°

0 0 0

0.3 0. 1 -0. 5

0 0 0

0.3 0. 1 -0.6
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

-0. 7 -0. 3 1. 3

0 0 . 0 0

-0.3

0

-0.1

- -

0

0.6

0

-0. 8 -0. 4 1. 6

0. 4 0. 6

1. 2 1. 2

1. 2

-1. 6 -2. 0

-3. 9 -4.2
-4. 7
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C-N bond because the sigma level for C-0 lies lower in the energy

well than that for C-N. The order in energy for the Cr levels is then

NCO' RCN'
cr*

CN
and o-460. Second, the C* levels may be nearly

degenerate in energy. Then, to a first level of approximation Cr*CO

would interact with RCN and the two resulting wavefunctions would be

* 1 *
+ o-* ). The resulting energy levels would be split

C N

in energy.

Either picture gives the same total rotational strength for the

two Tr
0
o-* transitions combined. The pictures differ in how it is divided

out. In the first view Tr
0

o-*
CO

and Tr cr* will give two separate bands
0 CN

of different rotational strengths not too far apart in energy. The

second view divides the contributions from the two components

equally between two separate but close bands.

With this in mind we calculated the Tr cr* and Tr
0

o-*CN
contri-

butions separately. These results are presented in Table XI. For

ease in calculation, both Tr
0
cr* transitions were placed at 150 nm but

10 nm to the red of the Tr
+11.-

transition. Moving Troo-* to 175 nm would

only increase the appropriate contributions by a factor of four. Even

then it would be very difficult to assign any band to Troo-*.

We included this transition in our study because an INDO calcu-

lation by Richardson and Pitts 20 indicated that Tr
0
0-* transitions should

play a role in the CD of various diketopiperazines. Our calculations

do not bear this out in any way. Thus, we did not pursue a more
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Table XI. Results for the Troo-* band.

Interacting
Interaction Transition

A E max
13: -20° -10° 35°

C -0 C -N C -0 C-N C -0 C -N

Degenerate exciton 0 0 0 0 0 0

(67)

Nondegenerate exciton Trorr_ 0 0. 3 0 0. 1 0 -0. 4

(54a) no* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tr +Tr - 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dynamic field (elec. ) nir 0 0 0 0 0. 0

(54b) no* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Static field (elec. ) nil.

(54c) ncr* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dynamic field (mag. )
TrO

TT

-
0 -0. 2 0 -0. 1 0 0.3

(55a) ncr* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tr
+11. -

0 0.3 0 0.2 0 -0.5
Static field (mag. ) 'IT

0
TT

-
-0. 4 0 -0. 2 0 0. 9 0

(55b) ncr* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tr+Tr
- - - -

-
Total D E x 2 0 0 0. 6

Electric polar izability
(54a') AGDKP 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.5

AADKP -0. 1 0.4 -0. 1 0.4
PPDKP 0.3 0.7

Magnetic polar izability

(55a') AGDKP 0 0 0 0

AADKP 0 0 0 0

PPDKP 0 0
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sophisticated calculation for Trocr*.

5.
Tr + Tr -

The results for Tr+Tr- are listed in Table XII. Only for PPDKP is

there any significant conservative CD curve and then only a A E = -3

for the long wavelength band. The non-conservative contributions are

larger but cannot explain the 140 nm band in AG- and AADKP or the

three bands between 180 and 140 nm. in PPDKP although the 160 band

could presumably have a Tr-FIT- component. Treating the non-conserva-

tive part as a polarizability is probably wrong because a number of

o-o-* transitions occur in this region.

These results for Tr-Fir- prompted a search for alternate solutions

to the higher energy CD spectra of all three molecules. This led to

the following study of o-o-* transitions. Although the Tr
+TT-

transition

does contribute to the CD of diketopiperazines, it is overshadowed by

large bands due to 0" Cr* transitions, and experimentally its effect is

hard to evaluate.
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Table XII. Results for the Tr
+Tr_

band.

Interacting DE

Interaction Transition (3: -20° -100 35°

Degenerate exciton 0. 9 0. 5 -3. 0

(67)

Nondegenerate exciton ire- -2.7 -1.8 5.5

(54a) no-* -0.3 -0. 1 0. 6

Tr 0
cr.* -0. 2 -0. 1 0.3

Dynamic field nTr 0 0 0

(54b) ncr* 0. 3 0. 1 -0. 6

Tr
0

0-* -0.3 -0.2 0.5

Static field nTr 0 0 0

(54c) ncr* - - -

Tr 0-* - - -
0

Total A E x 2 -6. 4 -4. 2 12. 6

Electric polar izability AGDKP 4. 5 2. 1

(54a') AADKP 3. 5 1.4

PPDKP -9. 6
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V. Cr -11(3-* TRANSITIONS

A. Transition Energies and Rotational Strengths

Sigma-sigma* transitions were investigated since the amide

transitions cannot explain the gross features of the CD spectra below

180 nm. The method of Raymonda and Simpson,
76 as applied to

alkanes, was used to find the transition energies and transition

moments, and thus the rotational strengths for all of the cr cr* transi-

tions of the diketopiperazines.

Following Simpson and Raymonda, the independent systems

approach is again used for the calculations. In their calculations,

alkane compounds are divided so that each C-C sigma bond is a group.

This division, at least qualitatively, allows the assumption of no

electron exchange between groups. All C-C bonds are made equal in

length, and the systems are then composed of groups that are degener-

ate with each other. The average effect of the C-H bonds are incorpo-

rated into the parameters for each group. First order degenerate

perturbation theory can be used to give the first order corrections to

the degenerate transition energy and the "correct" zeroth order wave-

functions.

The ground state wavefunction is

10) = 110 20...N0). (99)
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The singly-excited basis functions for the molecule are identified as

1ia) = 110... ia... NO).

The Hamiltonian operator is again Eq. (24)

H = Ho + V = h. + V..
1.)

i j>i

where h. is the Hamiltonian operator for the isolated group and

V.. is the coulombic potential operator between different groups.
LJ

The correct zeroth order wavefunctions from first order

perturbation theory are

1K)= ciKI ia)

With these definitions the eigenvalue problem can be stated as N

homogeneous equations of form

N

RinalFilia)-E(ma 1 ia)]ciK = 0

i=1

where m = 1 to N. The determinant

must be zero in order for a non-trivial

nant has the form

of the coefficients of the

(100)

(24)

(101)

(102)

c. Is
11

solution to exist. The determi-



a-E

1321

1312 Pln

a-E

Pnl Pn2

132n

a-E

102

= 0 (103)

where a = (iall-Mia) and 13.. = (ialVlja). In the independent systems

approach the overlap integral is zero except for the diagonal elements

(ia I ia) which equal one.

The molecular quantity 3.. can be rewritten in terms of group

functions.

P.. = (ialVija)

= (10... ia...NOIVI 10... ja...NO)

= (ia jOIV I i0ja)

So that 13 .. can now be interpreted as a quantity expressing interac-
ij

tion between two groups.

Similarly the molecular quantity a can be rewritten as a

group quantity.

a .= (ia I H01 ia)

(10... ia...N01

= E.
Ej0

jii

LO) Ej0

h. 10... ia... NO)



Since the system is degenerate in zeroth order, all 's
La

103

are equal.

The zero point for potential energy is arbitrary. So, if Eio is

chosen to be zero for all j, then a can be identified as the

transition energy for the group transition Oa. The particular choice

for a does not effect the first order splittings in energy just the

positioning of the center of the manifold of transitions.

In the independent systems approach f3 is the electrostatic

interaction between two bond transitions. The phases of the bond

excitations may be indicated by the direction an arrow points that

depicts the transition moment. The sign of the interaction is then

determinable by inspection: assuming tetrahedral angles, head-to-

head implies p > 0 and head-to-tail implies p < 0.

Raymonda and Simpson measure the C-C bond transition moment

to be = 0.435 eA. They suggest placing a point charge of ±le
cc

at 0.218 A from the center of the C-C bond. Then nearest-neighbor

s.

(3's are assumed zero.

From their calculation, Raymonda and Simpson assign

a = 109. OkK, which includes the average effect of the C-H bonds. By

comparison with experiment they show that the lowest energy transition

should occur at 63kK for cyclic compounds. The lowest transition

energy for a six-membered ring, considering only C-C bonds by the

above method, occurs at E
0

= a + 2(3. p calculated with monopoles

can be calculated by the monopole approximation. All other
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comes to -18. 9kK for planar cyclic hexane (a model for the planar

DKP ring). To match E
0

with experiment we assign a = 100. 8kK

(8. 2kK lower than Raymonda and Simpson's value).

After Eq. (103) is solved for the first order transition energies,

they can be substituted into Eq. (102), one at a time, to generate the

c iK
s associated with each transition energy.

One big advantage of doing an independent systems calculation is

that the coefficients found above are also the coefficients specifying

the contribution of each bond transition moment to the total transition

moment for a given molecular transition. The electric transition

moment is

µ0K (° K)

ciK(0 I µ I ia)

c iK( 10...N01

C.

ia... N0)
3

(104)

where 11 is the transition moment for bond i.

Similarly the magnetic transition moment for the molecule can

be given as a sum of group contributions. There are no group mag-

netic transition moments, and so the only contribution to the molecular

magnetic moment comes from the choice of molecular origin.



mOK = (n dic) c.
JK

105

(105)

where v, is the frequency of the transition Oa of bond j and c

is the speed of light, and 1, is the vector distance from the molecu-

lar origin to the center of the bond.

Equations (104) and (105) are substituted into the definition for

the rotational strength, Eq. (23), giving

R
OK

= -(Tr/c)

N N

cacciKvi[(iij x
1

(106)

The terms for the pairs i < j and i > j have been combined to

show the lack of origin dependency in R
OK

as long as the bond

transition moments are origin independent.

B. Calculations and Results

The rotational strength of the DKP's is calculated for a model

made by replacing all C-N, C-0 and C-C bonds with C-C bonds of

length 1.5 A. All interior bond angles in the planar DKP ring are

taken to be 120°. The C-C bond replacing C-0 is also 120° from

either adjoining bond. The plane of one "pseudo-amide" group is then

folded by the value suggested by our results from 7r
o -

. The Ca
-C

side chain bonds are placed out of the DKP plane by 55°. They are
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then appropriately folded as the DKP ring is folded. The interior

prolyl ring angles are assumed to be about 105° with the CI3 atom out

of the plane by 0.5 A. The number of bonds and therefore the number

of v6* transitions for AGDKP is 9, for AADKP is 10, and for PPDKP

is 16.

This data was used to generate the positions of atoms in the

model compounds. Figure 7 shows the numbering of atoms and order-

ing of bonds used in the calculations. This data was then used in a

computer program to calculate the transition energies and the rota-

tional strengths for the various transitions.

The program solves the eigenvalue problem by diagonalizing a

matrix of the form (H-ES). (H-ES) is the matrix form of Eq. (103)

where H is a matrix containing the a's and P's, E is a scalar,

and S is the overlap matrix which in the independent systems

approach is the unity matrix. All of the matrices are symmetric, and

so to save on storage in the computer's memory, the matrices are

entered as a diagonal and the off-diagonal terms below the diagonal.

The atomic positions (A), bond transition moments (el),

monopole charges (e) and positions, H matrix (kK) and S matrix for

AGCC9, AACC10 and PPCC16 are given below.

Table XIII gives the transition wavelengths and the calculated

rotational strengths for the three model compounds. It is clear that

the crcr* transition can account for the large rotational strengths
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PPCC 16

Figure 7. Model alkane compounds and numbering of the
atoms and bonds.
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ATOM POSITION(X,Y,Z)

1 - 1.5000 0 0
2 - 0.7500 1.2560 m0.3380
3 .7500 1.2560 0.3360
4 1.5000 0 0
5 .7500 1.3000 0
6 - 0.7500 1.3000 0
7 - 2.0860 .1800 1.3700
8 1.5000 2.5110 - 0.6720
9 1.5000 - 2.6000 0

BONO T.M.(EmA) DIREOTION(X.Y.2)
1 TC 2 .435 .2174 .3640 - 0.0974
2 TO 3 .435 .4350 0 0
3 TO 4 .435 .2174 -0.3640 .0974
4 TO 5 .435 - 0.2174 0.3768 0
5 TO 6 .435 - 0.4350 0 0
6 TO 1 .435 - 0.2174 .3768 0
1 IC 7 .435 - 0.1698 .0522 .3971
2 TC 8 .435 - 0.2175 .3639 - 0.0974
5 TO 9 .435 .2174 - 0.3768 0

BONO RHO ROSITION(X.Y.Z)

1 -1.00 -1.234 .446 -0.119
1.00 -1.1516 .810 -0.217

2 1.00 C.217 1.256 .C.336
1.00 .217 1.256 -0.336

3 -1.00 1.016 .510 .0.217
1.00 1.234 .446 -0.119

4 -1.00 1.234 .0.4..62 0
1.60 1.016 -0.838 0

5 -1.00 .217 -1.300 0
1.00 ...0.217 -1.300 0

6 ...1400 1.016 -0.838 0
1.00 -1.234 -0.462 0

7 1.00 1.4,718 .064 .486
1.00 1.878 .116 .884

8 1.00 1.018 1.702 -C..55
1.00 -1.234 2.065 -(.553

9 -1.00 1.016 1.762 0
1.00 1.234 -2.138 0

M MATRIX

100.8
-18.9 100.8

0 -18.9 100.8
0 c -19.2 100.8
0 C 0 -18.9 100.8

- 19.2 6 0 0 ...18.9 160.8
21.8 0 0 0 0 -21.8 100.8

-18.8 18.9 0 0 0 0 0 100.8
0 0 0 -18.8 18.9 0 0 0 100.8

S MATRIX

1.
1.G

0 1.0
C 0 1.6
C 0 0 1.0
C 0 a

0
1.

o c o 0 0 1.0
C 0 0 a 0 0 1.0
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0



ATOM POSITION(X,Y,Z)

1 - 1.5000 0
2 1.2560 0.336
3

1.-0:P8SC 1.2560 0.33E
4 5000
5 .7500 - 1.3000
6 - 0.7500 ....1.3000
7 - 2.0860 .1800 1.370
8 - 1.5000 2.5110 -0.672
9 2.0860 .1800 1.370

10 1.FC00 2.6000
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BONO T.M.("A) DIPECTION(X.Y.Z)

1 TO 2 .435 .2174 .3640 0.0974
2 TO 3 .435 .4350 0 0
3 TO 4 .435 .2174 C.3640 .0974
4 TO 5 .435 0.2174 - 0.3768 0
5 TO 6 .435 - 0.4350 0 0
6 TC 1 .435 ...0.2174 .3763 0

7
.435 - 0.1698 .0522 .3971

t T8 8 .435 ...0.2175 .3639 0.0974
4 TO 9 .435 .1698 .0522 .3971
5 TO 10 .435 .2174 - 0.3768 0

BONO RHO ROSITIONIX,Y,Z)

1 100 1..234 .446 -0.119
1..0 1.016 .810 0.217

2 -1.00 -0.217 1.256 -0.33
1.00 .217 1.256 '0.33

3 -1.00 1.016 .610 .C.21
1.06 1.234 .446 .0.11

4 -1.00 1.234 -0.462
1.60 1.1.16 -0.838

5 -1.00 .217 -1.300
1.00 -0.217 -1.300

6 1.00 -1.016 -0.838
1.00 1.234 ...0.462

7 -1.00 -1.708 .064 .48
1.06 -1.878 .116 .88

8 -1.00 -1.016 1.702 ...C.45
1.00 -1.234 2.065 0.55

9 -1.00 1.708 .064 .48
1.06 1.878 .116 .88

10 -1.00 1.016 -1.762
1.00 1.234 2.138

H MATRIX

100.8
-18.9 160.8

0 -18.9 100.8
0 0 -19.2 100.8
0 C 0 .18.9 100.8

-19.2 C 0 0 1.84.9 100.8
21.8 0 0 0 0 -21.8 100.8
-18.8 18.9 0 0 0 0 0 100.8

0 C -21.8 21.8 0 0 C 0 100.8
0 C 0 ...18.8 18.9 C 0 0 0 100.8

S MATRIX

1.0
0 1.6
0 C 1.0
0 C 0 1.6
0 0 0 1.00
0 6 0 0 0 1.0
0 C 0 0 0 0 1.0
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1.0

-0 0 0 00 C 0 0 1.0
0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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ATOM POSITION(X,Y,Z)

1 .1.5000 0 0
2 - 0.7500 1.0649 .7456
3 .7500 1.0649 .7456
4 1.5000 0 0
5 .7500 -1.3000 0
6 - 0.7500 -1.3000 0
7 -2.8950 -0.2330 .5000
8 - 3.1050 -1.6170 0
9 -1.8100 -2.3590 0

10 2.8950 -0.0959 .5432
11 3.1050 1.3246 .9275
12 1.8100 1.9324 1.3531
13 -1.5000 2.1298 1.4913
14 1.5000 -2.6000 0

90N0 T.m.(E4A) DIRECTION(X,Y,Z)

1 TC 2 .435 .2174 .3086 .2161
2 TO 3 .435 .4350 0 0
3 TO 4 .435 .2174 -0.3086 -0.2161
4 TO 5 .435 -0.2174 -0.3768 0
5 TO 6 .435 -0.4350 0 0
6 TO 1 .435 - 0.2174 .3768 0
1 TO 7 .435 -0.4045 -0.0676 .1450
7 TO 8 .435 -0.0615 -0.4050 - 0.1463
8 TO 9 .435 .3774 - 0.2163 0
9 TO 6 .435 .3077 .3074 0
4 TO 10 .435 .4045 0.0278 .1575

10 TO 11 .435 .0615 .4157 .1124
11 TO 12 .435 -0.3774 .1771 .12413
12 TO 3 .435 -0.3077 -0.2518 -0.1763
2 TO 13 .435 -0.2174 .3086 .2161
5 TO 14 .435 .2174 -0.3768 0

80N0 RHO POSITION(A.Ya)

1 -1.00 -1.234 .378 .26
1.00 -1.016 .687 .48

2 -1.00 -0.217 1.065 .74
1.0J .217 1.065 .74

3 -1.00 1.016 .687 .48
1.00 1.234 .378 .26

4 -1.00 1.234 -0.462

5
1.00
-1.00

1.01
217

6
.

-0.838
-1.360

1.00 -0.217 -1.300
6 -1.00 -0.838

1.00 -1.234 -0.462
7 -1.00 -1.995 -0.083 .17

1.00 -2.40C -0.150 .32
8 -1.00 -2.969 -3.722 .32

1.00 -3.031 -1.128 .17
9 -1.00 -2.646 -1.880

1.00 -2.269 -2.096
10 -1.00 -1.434 -1.983

1.00 -1.126 -1.676
11 -1.00 1.995 -0.034 .19

1.00 2.40C -0.062 .35
12 -1.00 2.9E9 .406 .67

1.00 3.031 .822 .79
13 -1.00 2.646 1.540 1.07

1.00 2.2E9 1.717 1.20
14 -1.00 1.434 1.625 1..9613

1.00 1.126 1.373
15 -1.00 -1.016 1.443 1.01

1.00 -1.234 1.752 1.22
16 -1.00 1.31E -1.762

1.00 1.234 -2.138
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H MATRIX

1C0.8
-18.9

-20.7
20.1

100.
-24.9

...18.

S MATRI

1.

1.

100.8
0 -18.9
0 u
0 C

C
C

0 0
0
C

C

0 C

100.8
0

-21.E
16.6

C
18.9

C

C

0

1.0
C

C

C

C

C

0
C

C

C

1.0
0
0
0
C

0
0
C
0

100.8
-20.7

C
0

Ci

0
0

C

.21.3

a

0
100.8
22.6
-22.7

C

0
0

C

1.0
0
L
0
c
C

C

'0
e

0
1.0

C

C

0
0
0
0

100.8
18.9

0
0

0
ti
0

20.1

0

0

0
100.8

0
0

.18.8
0

1.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
1.0

G

0
0
0

100.8
-18.9

0

0
0

1t.6
0

0

0

0

0
100.8
18.9

0

1.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

1.0
0

0
0

100.8
-21.3

0
0

-22.6
C

0

a

0

0

0
100.8

1.0
3
0
0
0
0

0

a

0

0

0
1.0

100.8

24.9
0
3

0

0

0

a

0

0

1.0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

a

100.8
-21.6

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

100.8
-22.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0
0
0

0

0

0

0

o

100.8
0

0

0

0

0

0

1. 0
0

0

0

0

0

0
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observed below 180 nm, while the various transitions of the amide

groups (Tables X-XII) could not account for them.

Table XIII. o-o-* rotational strengths for three model
compounds.

AGCC9a AACC10b PPCC16c

[nm]
11E max

[nm] 4 E max
[nm] AEmax

159.0 0.1 159.0 0.2 180.3 -5.0
142.9 46.6 146.5 32.3 180.2 1.1

138.5 -57.1 139.0 -54,7 161.1 6.6

122.0 -3.8 135.9 -0.4 149.9 22.6

110.7 12.3 113.6 0.3 139.5 -46.5

95.3 2.0 109.3 17.0 136.2 1.8

77.7 4.0 88.0 15.2 110.1 -4.2
71.2 2.1 75.5 -0.1 110.0 -18.0

64.2 -6.2 68.0 0.1 107.0 47.0
63.1 -9.8 101.8 -8.9

84.8 15.9
75.9 -3.8
71.6 9.8
67.9 1.6
65.8 -23.8
60.3 3.8

aAGCC9 is a model for AGDKP.
bAACC10 is a model for AAbKP.

cPPCC16 is a model for PPDKP.

In the case of AGCC9 and AACC10 the first transition was a

ring transition. For PPCC16 the first two transitions were degener-

ate "prolyl" ring transitions while the third transition was essentially

a transition in the central ring of 6 C-C bonds. All planar ring transi-

tions contribute no rotational strength, so any rotational strength

comes from the ring's departure from planarity.
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These calculations provide validity to assigning the 140 band in

AG- and AADKP and the 140 to 160 band in PPDKP to tea* transitions.

The second transition for AGCC9 occurs at 142. 9 nm with A E = 46.6

followed closely at 138. 5 nm by a negative band of A e = -57.1.

Similarly for AACC10, the second transition occurs at 146.5 nm with

A E = 32.3 followed by a negative band at 139.0 of A e = -54.7.

Thus, the 140 nm band in both AG- and AADKP can be assigned to a

cro-* transition. An intense negative band is also predicted for the

130-135 nm region just beyond the limits of the experimental spectra.

For PPCC16 the third and fourth transitions give positive CD bands.

The third transition is at 161.1 nm with A E = 6.6, and the fourth

one is at 149.9 nm with A E = 22. 6. The fifth transition, at 139. 5 nm,

gives a band with A E = -46.5. Therefore, the 160 nm positive band

and 140 nm negative band in the experimental spectrum of PPDKP are

assignable to cro-* transitions.

C. The 180 nm PPDKP Band

PPCC16 did have two transitions at 180 nm. However, their

rotational strengths calculated by Eq. (106) were small. As noted

above these transitions are " prolyl" transitions. If the prolyl rings

are thought of as two separate groups in the PPDKP molecule just as

the two amide groups are, then their group magnetic and electric
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transition moments can be calculated and interacted with the amide

transitions.

Since the prolyl groups are rings and each bond electric transi-

tion moment contributes about equally, there exists a magnetic transi-

tion moment for the group placed at the center of the ring. The

magnetic moment is given by Eq. (105) where is the frequency of

the prolyl group transition. The electric transition moment for the

group is given by Eq. (104). We investigated the interaction between

these electric and magnetic moments and the two strongest

electrically-allowed amide transitions, 1T 0
Tr

-
and IT

+Tr -

One of the group magnetic moments differ in sign between the

two degenerate vv* transitions at 180 nm. However, the associated

monopoles will also differ in sign. Therefore both transitions make

identical contributions to the rotational strength for the 180 nm band.

Table XIV lists the contributions of the Tr0
Tr

-
and Tr

+Tr -
transitions

to the o-o-gc rotational strength at 180 nm through interaction with

o-o-*
. The interaction of

o K
and

TrOir-

gives the largest

contribution, A E = -8.2. The total A E is -12. 1. This allows the

assignment of the 180 nm band as the lowest lying T T* .
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Table XIV. A E max
values for the 180 nm cro-* band in PPDKP.

Interaction
Interacting

A E max
Trans ition ((3 = 35°)

Degenerate o- r*

(106)

Nondegenerate (elec. ) Tr
0

TT

-
(54a) Tr

+
IT

-

Dynamic field (mag.)a IT
0 -

(55a) IT Tr
-

-3.9

-8. 2

-1.0
0.9
0. 1

Total o E = -12. 1

aThe magnetic transition moment for prolyl group two is
(0, 00001, -0, 00001, 0. 00011) [elk].

D. Interaction of Tr 0
Tr -

and Various cro-* Transitions

The use of polarizabilities to estimate the effect of o-o-* transi-

tions on the transitions of the amide group has a major defect. Group

polarizabilities are calculated at zero energies from experiment.

However, in our calculations these polarizabilities are used at

energies very close to the actual cro-* energies. Due to the close

proximity of the vv* transitions and the transitions under study, the

actual shape of the polarizabilities will be distorted from that at zero

energy. 35 The above calculations have shown that the low lying vv*

transitions do occur very close in energy to the transitions on the

amide group.
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Thus, with the apparent breakdown of the polarizability approxi-

mation for the rr
0

Tr
-

transition in AG- and AADKP (see Table IX) and

with the results of Section V B for o-cr* transitions, we decided to

explicitly interact p..n. and various
IT CT *K

s. Already calculated
0 -

is the result for K equal one and two, the 180 transitions in PPDKP.

The 180 transition makes the main contribution, so only the first six

transitions are considered. There is also a natural break in energy

values between transition six and transition seven. The number of

transitions is much less for AG- and AADKP. Therefore, all of the

contributions for these molecules are calculated.

Table XV is a list of the various contributions to the Tr0
rr

transition due to the interaction with -r-Lo_o_*K's. The A e values of

-1.7 (AGDKP) and 0.2 (AADKP) for p = -15° are significantly dif-

ferent from the -4.8 and -7.2 results for p = -10° and the even

more negative values for p = -20°. PPDKP has a A E = 8.0 which

is close to 6. 6 found by the use of polarizabilities. Included also in

the list is the nonconservative term from the explicit interaction of the

amide transitions. The final outcome for all three molecules is a non-

conservative term with the appropriate sign and magnitude to fit the

experimental spectra: 4.0 (AGDKP), 5. 9 (AADKP) and -6. 6 (PPDKP).
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Table XV. Interaction of "iro_co,,,K and µi .

0 -

AGDKP AA DKP PPDKP
(185 nm) (185 nm) (190 nm)

(p = -15 °) (p = -15°) (3 = 35°)
K AE K AE K A e

1 -1.1 1 -1.1 1,2
2 -0.3 2 0.2 3

3 0.6 3 0.2 4
4 -0.2 4 1.0 5

5 -0.1 5 0.0 6

6 -0.4 6 -0.2
7 -0.2 7 0.1
8 0.0 8 -0.2
9 0.0 9 0.2

10 0.0

-1.7 0.2

Nonconservative term (Table IX)

5.7a 5.7a

8.2
0.9

-1.4
0.9

-0.6

0.8

-14.6

Total 4.0 5.9 -6. 6

aAverage of values for f3 = -10° and -20°.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Independent systems theory has been used successfully in this

study to interpret the CD spectra of AGDKP, AADKP and PPDKP in

the vacuum uv. Of special interest is the assignment of the intense

bands below 180 nm to o-a-* transitions. The explicit interaction of the

60-* transitions with the Tr
0

Tr transition also corrects the non-

conservativeconservative part of the Tr
0

Tr
-

couplet centered at 185 nm. in AG- and

AADKP. These interactions replace the use of polarizabilities which

gives non-conservative components of the wrong sign.

The experimental and theoretical spectra are presented in Fig-

ures 8 to 10. The theoretical spectra for AG- and AADKP are for a

folding of p = -15°. The methyl groups are in an axial position.

The spectrum calculated for PPDKP is for p = 35°. Only the results

for the 1T011 couplet and the 6v* bands are plotted. Our nil' values are

too small to show up on the theoretical curve. The no-* and Tr
0

0-*, if

they occur in this region, are well buried under the more intense 6Q*

transitions. The Tr
+
7r- transition possibly contributes to the 160 nm

band in PPDKP but its value is still less than the cro-* bands.

The theoretical curve for AGDKP is in excellent agreement with

the experimental spectrum predicting three CD bands of correct sign

and magnitude at 148 nm (cro-*), 178 nm. (non) and 195 nm. (TroTr_). The

shoulder at 155 nm on the 60- *,band is not reproduced. The theoretical
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curve for AADKP is also in very good agreement with experiment.

The three CD bands predicted are at 151 nm (o-cr*), 179 nm (Tro Tr..) and

197 nm (Tr
0

Tr ). The magnitude of the 151 nm and 179 nm bands agree

well with that found experimentally. With a of = -3, the 197 nm

band is about half that of the experimental value. This indicates that

AADKP may on the average be more folded than AGDKP.

For PPDKP, the agreement is good. The theoretical curve pre-

dicts the correct number of bands and sign and approximate magnitude

for the bands except for the nTr band at 220 nm in the experimental

spectrum which is too small to show up on the theoretical curve. The

predicted bands are at 139 nm (o-o-*), 155 nm (crcr*), 182 nm (vv* and

iron) and 200 nm (iron -). All of the bands except the 155 nm band

(which probably has a positive contribution from Tr+Tr-
that has not been

included) are too large by factors of 1.5 to 3. The long wavelength

Tr
0

Tr band is the one most too large, but a negative nTr band of experi-

mentalmental magnitude centered at 210 nm would help to lower the apparent

size of the Tr
0

Tr band. In solution PPDKP may be somewhat less

folded than L-prolyl-L-leucine diketopiperazine in the crystal. This

would lower the magnitudes of all bands. However, considering the

approximations in the theory used here, the agreement between theory

and experiment for all three compounds is excellent.

The success of the car* transitions in explaining the short wave-

length region of the spectra suggests a similar interpretation of the
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higher energy CD bands in other molecules such as the a-helix. The

use of interacting the car* transitions explicitly with other transitions

instead of using the polarizability approximation should be investigated

further. Also, the first order corrections to the zeroth order con-

servative CD bands, as derived in the theoretical section, could be

calculated for some simple dimers to see how significant it is.
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